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ABSTRACT 
At present, as we enter the nanD and giga·scaled integrated-circuit era, there are many 
systna design challenges which must be overcome to resolve problems ill current systems. 
The incredibly increased Ilollrecllrring engineering (NRE) cost, abruptly shortelled Time­
to-Market (ITA) period and ever widening design productive gaps are good examples 
illllstrating the problems ill clfrrelil systems. To cope with these problems, the concept of 
an Adaptive Computlilg System is becomillg a critical technology for next generation 
computing s;'stems. The other hig problem is all explosion ill the interconnection wire 
requiremell1s ill standard planar technology resulting from the very high data-bandwidtll 
requirements demallded for real-time commullications and multimedia signal processing. 
TIle concept of 3D-vertical i1!legratioll of 2D planar chips becomes an attractive solution 
to combat the ever increasing illlercollllect wire requirements. As a result, this research 
proposes tile concept of a llove13D integrated adaptive computing system, which we term 
3D-ACSoC. The architecture and advanced system design methodology of the proposed 
3D-SojtChip as a forthcoming giga-scaled integrated circuit compllling system has been 
introduced, along with high-level system modeJing andfimctional verifi�!!!irm ill the early 
design stage using Systemc. 
A major challenge in this research is to explore the proposed 3D-SoftChip platform to 
investigate the effectiveness of the first novel 3D vertically integrated Adaptive 
Computing System-oil-Chip (ACSoC) as a next generation computing system. The 
suggested 3D-SoftChip has been modeled at a system level using SystemC alld tile 
functional verification of the modeled system has been firmly verified. The hand-crafted 
assembler code for imp/emelllation of the MPEG4 motion estimation algorithm has been 
applied with m(}re than 3.8 times perfonnance improvement over conventional systems. It 
call be clearly demonstrated that it is a highly suitable architecture for 1Z�Xt generation 
computing systems. Finally, further work to realize the full impieme1llation of the novel 
concept of a 3D-ACSoC has been suggested. 
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System design is becoming increasingly challenging as the complexity of integrated 
circuits and the time-to-market pressures relentlessly increase. Adaptive computing is a 
critical technology to develop for future computing systems in order to resolve most of 
the problems that system designers are now faced with due in no small part to its 
potential for wide applicability. Up until now, however, this concept has not been fully 
realized because of the many constraints such as chip real-estate limitations and the 
software complexity. Advancements of semiconductor processing technology and 
software technology, however, adaptive computing is now facing a turning point. For 
instance, the concept of reconfigurable computing has more recently started to receive 
considerable research attention [2, 3, 7] and this concept is now starting to move and 
expand into the realm of adaptive computing. Software defined virtual h!1rdware [9] and 
"Do-it-all" devices [12] are good ex.amples that demonstrate this development direction 
for computing systems. 
Another growing problem in advanced computation systems, particularly for real-time 
communication or video processing applications, is the data bandwidth necessary to 
satisfy the processing requirements. A novel 3D integration system such as 3D SoC [24], 
3D-SoftChip [14,15] which is able to satisfy the severe demand of more computation 
throughput by effectively manipulating the functionality of hardware primitives through 
-14-
vertical integration of two 20 chips is another concept proposed for next generation 
computing systems. This research explores the proposed 30-SoftChip platform to 
investigate the effectiveness of the first novel 30 vertically integrated Adaptive 
Computing System-on-Chip (30-ACSoC) as a next generation computing system. This 
thesis outlines research into the system level design and functional verification of 3D-
SoftChip in the initial stage of development of the novel 30 vertically integrated ACSo . 
lntelligeot Configuration 
witch (ICS) 
Figure 1.1: 3D-SoftChip Physical Architecture 
Figure 1.1 illustrates the physical archHecture of the 3D-SoftChip comprising the 
vertical integration of two 2D chips. The upper chip is the Intelligent Configurable 
Switch (ICS). The lower chip is the Configurable Array Processor (CAP). 
Interconnection between the two 20 chips is achieved via Indium bump interconnections. 
As the starting point for our 3D mapping, the 2-0 plane architecture of the 3D-SoftChip 
is also illustrated in Figure 1.2 in order to demonstrate the principle. 
-15-
Figure 1.2: 3D-SoftChip: A novel 3D vertically integrated adaptive computing system-on-chip 
1.1 3D Vertically Integrated Systems Overview 
During the past few years, there has been significant research demand for 3D 
vertically integrated systems due to the ever growing wiring requirements, which are fast 
becoming the major bottleneck for future gigascale integrated systems [23,24) . In Very 
Deep Submicron silicon geometry, standard planar technology has many drawbacks such 
as performance, reliability etc. caused by limitations in the wiring. Moreover the data 
bandwidth requirements for the next generation computing systems a.re becoming ever 
larger. To overcome these problems, the concept of 3D-SoC, 3D-SoftChip has been 
developed, which exploits the vertical integration of two or more 2D planar chips to 
effectively manipulate computation throughput. Previous work has shown that the 3D 
integration of systems can significantly reduce interconnection requirements [25] . As 
described by Joyner, et al [25], 3D system integration offers a 3.9 times increase in wire-
Limited clock frequency, an 84% decrease in wire-limited area or a 25% decrease in the 
-16-
number of metal levels required per strcitum. There are three feasible 3D integration 
methods; a stacking of packages, a stacking of ICs and Vertical System Integration as 
was introduced by IMEC [23]. There are four main enabling technologies for the 
fabrication of 3D-Integrated Circuits, Bean Recrystallization, Silicon Epitaxial Growth, 
Solid Phase Crystallization and Processed Wafer Bonding [26]. Table 1.1 shows the main 
characteristics of each of these 3D fabrication technologies. In this research, however, the 
focus is on the use of processed wafer bonding technology using an indium bump 
interconnection array (IBIA). The reason why wafer bonding technology is adopted for 
this work is because the process has particular benefits for applications where each chip 
carries out independent processing. The characteristic of the 3D-SoftChip are that each of 
the two planar chips should be effectively manipulated to maximize computation 
throughput with parallelism. Also indium has good adhesion, a low contact resistance and 
can be readily utilized to achieve an interconnect array with a pitch as low as lOµm. The 
development of the 3D integrated systems will allow improvements that should be seen in 
the packaging cost, the performance, the reliability and a reduction in the size of the chips. 
Table 1.1: JD Fabrication Technologies 
3D Fabrication Technologies Characteristics 
Deposit poly-silicon and fabricate Thin-film Transistors (TFfs). 
High perfonnance ofTFT's 
Beam Reci-ysta11ization High temperature of melting poly-silicon(Not practical Fab.Tech.) 
Suffers from low carrier mobility 
Epitaxia!ly grow a single crystal Si 
Silicon Epitaxial (SE) High temperature causes degradation in quality of devices 
Growth Process not yet manufacturable 
Low temperature alternative to SE 
Flexibility of creating multiple layers 
Solid Phase Crystallization Compatible with current processing environments 
Useful for stacked SRAM and EEPROM cel!s 
Bond two fully processed wafers together 
Similar electrical properties on all devices 
Independent of temperature since all chips are fabricated then 
Processed Warer Bonding honded / Good for applications where chips do independent 
processing 
Lack of prccision(alignment) restricts inter-chip communication to 
global metal line 
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1.2 Adaptive Computing Systems Overview 
There are three types of computing system cunently in existence; a general-purpose 
computing system, a reconfigurable/adaptive computing system and an application 
specific computing system. The general-purpose computing system is based on using a 
general-purpose processor for broad applications. Discrete application specific ICs are 
used for application specific computing systems for declicated and limited applications. 
These computing systems have certain drawbacks such as low performance in the case of 
the general-purpose computing system, or extremely limited applicability for the 
application specific computing system. The reconfigurable/adaptive computing system, 
however, allows for an optimum trade-off between flexibility and performance. Because 
of this fact, reconfigw·able/adaptive computing systems are attracting attention as a new 
alternative for the next generation of computing systems. Figure 1.3 illustrates how the 
reconfigurable/adaptive computing system provides an optimum trade off between 
flexibility and performance. 










Figure 1.3: Computing ystems 
1.2.1 Adaptive Computing Systems 
1.2.1.1 The Need for Adaptive Computing Systems 
The nonrecurring engineering (NRE) costs associated with the design and testing of 
complex chips are one of the great threatening factors in current sy tern design 
approaches. According to the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 
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(ITRS), the manufacturing engineering costs of complex chips have reached almost one 
million dollars. The associated design NRE costs almost reached tens of millions of 
dollars in year 2003 [21]. Moreover, product life cycles are getting ever shorter due to 
rapid changes in technology and as a result the time-to-market (TIM) period is keenly 
shortened. On the other hand, design and verification cycle times are getting longer into 
the months or even years. As a consequence of these issues, a reconfigurable/adaptive 
computing system that could be metamorphosed across multiple standards and 
applications becomes very attractive for the next generation of computing system~. 
1.2.1.2 The Concept of Adaptive Computing Systems 
A reconfigurable system is one that has reconfigurable hardware resources that can be 
adapted to the application currently under execution providing the possibility to 
customize across multiple standards and applications. In most of the previous research the 
concepts of reconfigurable and adaptive computing have been described interchangeably. 
In this document, however, these two concepts will be more specifically described and 
differentiated. Adaptive computing will be treated as a more extended and advanced 
concept of reconfigurable computing systems, which means it includes more advanced 
software technology to effectively manipulate the mapping and scheduling of context 
memory over a wide range of applications along wit.l more advanced reconfigurable 
hardware resources to support fast and seamless exe1:11tion across these applications. 
Table 1.2 shows the differentiations between reconfigurable computing and adaptive 
computing. The benefits of adaptive computing are silicon reuse, bug-fixing post-
shipping, updating and fixing in market allowing for standards evolution, faster TIM and 
lower costs. The reconfiguration capacity allows for significant reuse of silicon. If bugs 
are found post-shipping or standards evolve, the adaptive computing system is easy to fix 
and update simply by changing the contexts in the reconfigurable hardware resource. The 
forthcoming impact from the deployment of adaptive computing is "Do-it-all'' devices. A 
small handheld PDA size device can assume the functionality of about IO standard 
devices simply depending on the context programs included such as a cellular phone, a 
GPS receiver, an MP3 player, an e-book reader, a digital camera, a portable television, a 
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satellite radio, a held-held gaming platform etc. Figure 1.4 shows the futuristic concept of 
"Do-it-all" devices. 
Figure 1.4: An Example of ''Do-it-all" Device (*Source: www.chosun.com) 
Table 1.2: Reconfigurable Computing Vs Adaptive Computing. 
Recont'igurable Computing Adaptive Computing 
Linear array of homogeneous Heterogeneous algorithmic 
Hardware Resources elements elements 
(Logic gates, look-up tables) (Complete function units such as 
ALU MultipUer) 
Configuration Static, Dynamic configuration Dynamic, partial run-time 
Slow reconfiguration time reconfiguration. 
Mapping methods Manual routing , conventional High-level language (SystemC,C) 
ASJC Design tools (HDL) 
Large silicon area, Low speed Smaller silicon size, high speed, 
Characteristics (high capacitance), high power high performance, low power 
consumption, high cost consumption, low cost 
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1.2.2. Classification of Adaptive Computing Systems 
Adaptive computing systems are mainly classified in tenns of granularity, 
programmability, reconfigurability, computational methods, hardware mapping methods 
and target applications. The granulo.rity is the basic data size of the reconfigurable 
hardware resources. In fine grained systems, the primitive reconfigurable hardware 
resources are typically logic gates, flip-flops and look-up tables and operate using bit-
level computations. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and Complex 
Programmable Logic Gates (CPLD) are good examples of fine grained systems. In 
contrast, the coarse grained systems have complete function units such as ALU, 
multiplier and dedicated functional units and operate using word-level computations. The 
combination of the fined grained systems and the coarse grained systems creates a mixed 
grained system. 
The programmability relates to the capacity of the configuration. Single-
programmability allows only one customization, while multiple-programmability allows 
for customization on-the-fly. The reconfigurability is executed by changing the context 
memory. Static (interrupted execution) and Dynamic (in parallel execution) are two 
categories of reconfigurability. Common computational methods used in the adaptive 
computing systems are Single-Instruction stream Multiple-Data stream (SIMD)/Multiple-
Instruction stream Multiple-Data stream (MIMD) and Very-Long Instruction Word 
(VLIW). The hardware mapping methods vary depending on developed systems from 
manual routing to high-level language compilation. Most of the target applications for 
adaptive computing arc in the areas of wired and wireless communications and 
multimedia digital signal processing 
1.2.2.1 Previous Works 
The research and commercial development of reconfigurable/adaptive computing 
systems has been going vigorously since the early I990's. According to the classification 
of adaptive computing described above, the nature of this research is classified in the 
Table 1.3[3, 22) and it shows the best-known existing coarse-grain reconfigurable 
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systems, the fine-grain reconfigurable systems have been excluded because these are 
different category from our research. 
The Matrix [ I J, REMARC [5] and MorphoSys [3] belong to the category of mesh-
based reconfigurable systems which is a combination of an array of word-level 
processing elements with a control processor, such as a multi-granular array of Basic 
Functional Units (BFUs) in the case of the MATRIX, an 8 by 8 array of 16-bit 
nanoprm~essor with MIPS-II RISC processor in the REMARC, or an 8 by 8 array of 
reconfigur.ible cells with MIPS-like processors in the MorphoSys. These are dynamic 
reconfiguration, mesh based hierarchical interconnection fabric architectures. Their 
application is restricted only to DSP type tasks and they have certain disadvantages in 
term of the power consumption because of frequent data movement between the control 
processor and processing elements. As well as, need to access external memory resources. 
Another category is a linear array-based reconfigurable system such as, RaPiD [6J or 
PipeRench [2]. These are linear arrays of processing elements with row-wide 
interconnection fabrics. Each combination of the processing element array and the row-
wide interconnection can make a pipeline stage. The target application of these systems is 
pipelining regular computation-intensive applications. The other categories such as 
crossbar-based [35, 36] and reconfigurable processors (37] have been excluded in this 
table. 
The Trisend A7 [10] is considerably similar to other mesh-based reconfigurable 
systems, the difference is in the granularity of the processing elements. The A7 has a 
fine-grain reconfigurable fabric in comparison with the word-level processin,r elements in 
the mesh-based reconfigurable system. 
The MRC60I I [II], Adapt 2400 [16], DFAIOOO [9], PCI02 [17] are up-to-date 
commercially developed adaptive computing systems, which have mostly heterogeneous 
arrays of reconfigurable hardware except the DFA 1000 and dynamic configurability. The 
main target application is computation-intensive multimedia DSP and communication 
signal processing. These have more advanced adaptive computing characteristics 
compared with the systems introduced earlier. 
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As indicated, the early research and development was into single linear array type 
reconfigurable systems with single and static configuration [8,l,6,5,4,2J but this has 
evolved to large adaptive SoCs with heterogeneous types of reconfigurable hardware 
resources and multiple and dynamic configurability. The MRC601 l, Adapt2400, 
DFAIOO, PC102 and 3D-SoftChip are good examples to show the current research and 
commercial development directions. The ultimate goal for the adaptive computing system 
is currently the "Do-it-all" device as explained before. 
Tablcl.3: Reconfigurable and Adaptive Computing Systems 
System 
- - -
Computallon Mnpping Tnrget Application 
Method 
PADDI {BJ Coarsc(16bit) Multinlc Static VLIW,SIMD Rnutin~ DSP ir lications 
MATRIX I I I Coarsc(8bit) Multinlc Dvnamic MIMD Multi-Jen General Pumosc 
RaPiD {6} Coarse(l6bit) Single Mostly static Linear array Channel routing Systolic arrays, 
Data-intensive 
Rt:VARC{SJ Coarsc(l6bit) Multip!e Static SIMD NIA Data-parnllel 
a--lication 
RAW/4/ Mixed Sin~le Static MIMD Swiech box routin" General numosc 
PipcRench {2/ Mixcd(l28bit) Multiple Dynamic Pipe-lined Scheduling Data-parallel, 
DSP a~·lications 
Morp/wSys {31 Coarsc(l6bit) Multiple Dynamic SIMD Assembler. Manual Data-parallel, 
P&R lm.:we annlications 
Trilce11d A7 f /OJ Mixed Multiple Dynamic N/A Co-compilation General Purpose 
(Assembler, C, Embedded System 
Vcrilo~. VHDL) 
Motorola Coarsc(l6bit) Multiple Dynamic SIMD C-Compilation Computation 
MRC601! /II} Intensive 
am !ications 
Q11ickSi1ver Coarse(S.16,24, Multiple Dynamic Heterogeneous SilverC Comm., Multimedia 
Adavt2400 I 16} 32bit) Nodes arra~ DSP 
Eli.rent Coarse (4bit} Multiple Dynamic Linear D-Fabric Verilog. VHDL, Multimedia 
DFA/000 {9/ A=, Handle-C, Matlab a"' lications 
picoC/iip Coarsc(l6bil) Multiple Dynamic 3way-LIW Assembler Wireless 
PC/021171 Communications 
Co=. 
JD-SoftCh;p Co11rse(4blt) Multiple Dynlllllie Various types C-compllatlon Mulllmedle 
or computation (Assembler, C) Signe] Processing 
models 
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1.2.2.2 MorphoSys Vs 3D-SoftChip 
One of the most successful reconfigurable systems to date is the MorphoSys system, 
so it is meaningful to make a comparison of the proposed 3D-SoftChip architecture to 
this. Table 1.4 shows the comparison between the MorphoSys and the 3D-SoftChip. It 
can be seen that the 3D-SoftChip is more appropriate to the most up-to-date adaptive 
computing system. 
Tablel.4: Comparison of MorphoSys with 3D-SoftChip 
MorpboSys 3D-SoftChip 
System-on-Chip except main Vertically Integrated complete 
Integrated Model memory System-on-Chip witll abundant 
memory capacity 
Employs a two-set data buffer that Using Indium bump technology, 
Memory Interface enable overlap of computation with vertical data conununicatioa. 
data transfers. Variable memory word-lengtb for 
adaptive computing 
MuJtiple contexts on-chip (32 Multiple context on-chip with 
Reconfiguration planes) wiU, dynamic and single- dynamic and single-cycle 
cycle. 
Controller On-chip general-purpose Every unit 3D-SoftChip has an 
processor. ICS_RISC which role of control 
processor. 
MPEG-2 Video Compression, 
Examples of Encoder Real time communication and 
Application Automatic Target Recognition multimedia signal processing 
Data Encryption 
Various types of Computational 
model (S1SD.SIMD,M1SD,MIMD) 
And 3 types of SIMD Computation 
SIMD nature. models(massively parallel, 
Fixed Word length multithreaded, pipelined) 
Characters Comprehensive tool sets.(mView, Configurable word length and 
mLoad, mScbed, mcc, MuLate, variable memory word length for 
MorphoSim) Adaptive Computing. 
30 Vertically lntegrated System -
High speed data interface. 
Optimum System Architecture for 
Comm. and Multimedia Sig,ia.l 
Processing 
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1.3 Motivation of Thesis 
As the microelectronics industry enters the nano and giga-scaled integrated circuit era, 
many problems, as described before, have been to occur. To cope with these problems, 
especially the system-on-chip complexity and interconnection crisis, innovative new 
computing systems with novel interconnection methods will be required. A very 
promising candidate to overcome these problems is the concept of a 3D vertically 
integrated adaptive computing system-on-chip (3D-ACSoC). This concept may well be a 
critical technology for the next generation of computing systems because of its wide 
applicability/adaptability and because of the significant benefits gained from 3D systems 
such as reduction in interconnect delays and densities, and reduction in chip areas due to 
the possibility for more efficient layouts etc. 
Conventional SoC design methodologies include many error-prone and tedious 
iteration processes which can result in a lack of system reliability and extend the design 
time. Moreover, the portion taken up by verification processes in the total design time is 
exponentially increasing. By adopting the suggested SoC design methodology using 
SystcmC, the design time can be significantly reduced and more reliable systems can be 
reaJised. To satisfy these needs, the concept of the 3D-ACSoC and advanced HW/SW co-
design and verification methodology has been suggested. 
1.4 Scope of Thesis 
In this thesis, the novel 3D-SriftChip architecture for real-time communication and 
multimedia signal processing is introduced, and its high-level system modelling and 
functional verification using SystemC is described. The 3D-SoftChip has been fully 
modelled using SystemC at high-level and implementation of the MPEG4 full search 
block matching motion estimation algorithm has been mapped to the modelled 30-
SoftChip. Finally, the performance analysis is detailed in the last chapter. The thesis is 
composed of nine chapters including this one. The following is the scope to be covered 
by each of the following chapters. 
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1.4.1. Scope of Each Chapters 
Chapter 2 is an introduction to the overall 3D-SoftChip architecture. The novel 
architecture and several salient features for next generation computing system will be 
introduced along with the suggested HW/SW co-design and verification methodology. 
The detailed architecture of the CAP chip will be described in Chapter 3. Heterogeneous 
types of Processing Elements architecture and functions will be presented. Chapter 4 
covers the ICS chip, its components and the ICS_RISC instruction Set Architecture with 
instruction set summary. Chapter 5 presents the architecture of the UnitChip, its pipeline 
operation mechanism and area constraint. A three hierarchical interconnection 
architecture and the configurable nature of the inter-PE bus will be introduced in Chapter 
6. Chapter 7 presents the high-level modelling of 3D-SoftChip using SystemC. The 
simulation result of each component of the 3D-SoftChip is also provided to show the 
verification of the functionality of the each component. Chapter 8 introduces application 
mapping for high-level modelled 3D-SoftChip vdh the MPEG4 full search block 
matching algorithm. The performance analysis will be perfonned in comparison with 
conventional systems. Finally, the last Chapter outlines the contributions of this thesis 
and suggested future work. 
1.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the motivation for the emergence of the novel 30 vertically integrated 
system-on-chip and the benefits which can be acquired through its use have been 




System Architecture of 3D-SoftChip 
In this chapter, the core technology for the 3D-SoftChip along with its detailed and 
overall architecture will be described. Finally a design guideline and the suggested design 
methodology will be introduced. 
2.1 Core Technology for 3D-SoftChip 
The core technology for the 30-SoftChip can be mainly classified into 3 fields of 
technology is follows, a Very Deep Submicron (VDSM) silicon process technology, a 3D 
Interconnection technology and an advanced software technology. The target silicon 
process technology for the 30-SoftChip is less than 0.13um to maximize the effect of 
large scale integration in order to fit as much as possible into the Processing Element 
(PE)s. This large scale integration into the PEs can be leveraged to amplify the 
computation capacity of the 3D-SoftChip because of the SIMD computation nature of the 
3D-SoftChip. The 3D Interconnection technology using the Indium Bump 
Inte1connection /lrray (IBIA) is another state-of the art technology for the 3D-SoftChip. 
The IBIA can cope with the severe demand for data bandwidth from real time 
communication and multimedia ~ignal processing applications. The last technology is the 
advanced software technology, which is able to effectively execute context mapping and 






Figure 2.1: Core technology for the 30-SoftChip 
2.2 Overall Architecture of 3D-SoftChip 
Figure 2.2 shows the overall architecture of the 3D-SoftChip. 
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Figure 2.2: Overall architecture of the 3D-SoftCbip 
As can be seen, it is comprised of 4 UnitChips. By including four separate unit chips 
in the architecture, sufficient flexibility is provided to allow multiple optimized task 
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threads to be processed simultaneously. Given the primary target applications of 
communication and multimedia processing four UnitChips should be sufficient for all 
such requirements. Each UnitChip has a PE array, a dedicated control processor and a 
high bandwidth Cata interface unit. According to a given application program, the PE 
array processes a large amount of data in parallel, the ICS controls the overall system and 
directs the PE array execution and data and address transfers within the system. 
2.3 Features of 3D-SoftChip 
The 3D-SoftChip has 4 distinctive features: Various types of computation modes, 
adaptive Word-length configuration [14], optimized system architecture for real-time 
communication and multimedia signal processing and dynamic reconfigurability for 
adaptive computing. 
Computation Algorithm : Various Computation Models 
As described above, one 32-bit RISC controller can supply control, data and 
instruction addresses to 16 sets of PEs through the completely freely controllable 
switch block so various computation models can be achieved such as SISD, SIMD, 
MISD, MIMD as required. Enough flexibility is thus achieved for an adaptive 
computing (AC) system. Especially, in the SIMD computation model, 3 types of 
different SIMD computational model can be realized, massively parallel, 
multithreaded and pipelined SirvID computational models [13]. In the massively 
parallel SIMD computation model, each UnitChip operates with the same global 
program memory. Every computation i:, processed in parallel, maximizing 
computational throughput. In the Multithrcaded SIMD computation model, the 
executed program instructions in each UnitChip can be different from the others, so 
multithreaded programs can be executed. The final one is the pipelined SIMD 
computation model. In this case each UnitChip executes a different pipelined stage. 
These three computational models are illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
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(c) Pipelined SIMD Computation Model 
Figure 2.3: Computation Algorithm: 3 types of SIMD Computation Models 
• Word-Jeogtb Configuration 
This is a key characteristic in order to classify the 3D-SoftChip as an adaptive 
computing system. Each PE's basic processing word-length is 4-bit. This can, 
however, be configured up to 32-bit according to the application in the program 
memory. Figure 2.4 illustrates the proposed word-length configuration algorithm. 
When 2 PEs configure together an 8-bit word-length system is created. If 4 PEs 
configure together this extends to 16-bit. And finally when 8 PEs configure together 
a full 32-bit word length is achieved. This flexibility is possible due to the 
configurable nature of the arithmetic primitives in the PEs [18] , (see chapter3 .5) and 
the completely freely controllable switch block architecture in the JCS chip 
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(a) 8-bit Word-length Configuration S0S0ME PE 
@G@G PE PE 
'-==---===--
(b) 16-bit Word-length Configuration 
(c) 32-bit Word-length Configuration 
Figure 2.4: Word-length Configuration Algorithm 
• Optimized System architecture for Communication and Multimedia Signal 
Processing 
There are many similatities between communications and multimedia signal 
processing, such as data parallelism, low precision data and high computation rates. 
The different characteristics of communication signal processing ru·e basically more 
data reorganization such as matrix transposition and potentially higher bit level 
computation. To fulfill these signal processing demands, each UnitChip contains 
two types of PE. One is a standard-PE for generic ALU functions , which is 
optimized for bit-level computation. The other is a processing accelerator-PE for 
Digital Signal Processing (DSP). In addition, special addressing modes to leverage 
the localized memory along with 16 sets of Loop buffers to generate iterative 
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address in the ICS_RISC add to the specialized characteristics for optimized 
communication and multimedia signal processing. 
• Dynamic Reconfigurability for Adaptive Computing 
Every PE contains a small quantity of local embedded SRAM memory and 
additionally the ICS chip has an abundant memory capacity directly addressable 
from the PEs. With multiple sets of program memory and the abundant memory 
capacity, it is possible to switch programs easily and seamlessly, even at run-time. 
2.4 System Components 
As introduced above, the 3D-SoftChip consists of a linear array of heterogeneous PEs 
with an associated array of Indium bump 3D Interconnects, dedicated Switch Blocks, the 
ICS_RISC and a high bandwidth data interface unit. 
2.4.1. Configurable Array Processor (CAP) Chip 
2.4.1.1 Heteroge11eo11s Types of PEs 
The CAP chip comprises a linear array of two types of PE, a Standard-PE and a 
Processing Accelerator-PE. The advantages of heterogeneous PEs with dedicated 
functions for special purpose DSP are more suitability for specific applications with only 
a medium flexibility trade-off compared with homogeneous type PEs. In this case, two 
Standard-PE and two Processing Acce\erator-PEs fonn one Quad-PE. These will be in 
detail in a later section. 
2.4.2. Intelligent Configurable Switch (JCS) Chip 
2.4.2.1 Switch Block 
Each group of 4 PEs (Called Quad-PEs) are controlled by one Switch Block through 
the IBIA. This transfers data from/to each PE and also provides instruction data for the 
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PEs. It can completely freely configure each PE group, and makes it possible to achieve 
efficient variable word-length configuration. 
2.4.2.2 ICS_RISC 
A 32-bit dedicated RISC processor is used to control each set of 4 Quad-PEs (called 
UnitCAP). It controls the execution of the PE array and provides control and address 
signals to the Switch Block and the high bandwidth data interface unit in the UnitChip. 
2.4.2.3 Data Frame Buffer 
Two sets of Data Frame Buffers are included to support the transfer of large volumes 
of data from/to data/program memory and the ISC. 
2.4.2.4 Program Memory 
This is separnted into two areas. One is a program memory for the ICS_RISC and the 
other is the program memory for the PE array. This memory supports adaptively 
configured word-lengths to increase the computation efficiency dependent on the 
application. Additionally, multiple sets of program memory arc included to allow 
dynamic program switching. 
2.4.2.5 Data !,femory 
Abundant memory capacity is one of the characteristic of the 30-Softchip with each 
PE containing its own embedded lo-cal memory along with a high bandwidth connection 
to the memory store on the ICS. 
2.4.2.6 DMA Controller 
A dedicated controller is included to facilitate the transfer of large volumes of data 
from/to program memory, data memory and the ICS. This provides a high efficiency data 
interface between any of these units. 
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2.4.2.7 3D Interconllection Techllology 
The CAP chip carries out all data manipulation operations in the system. There is 
rarely the need for data transfer within the CAP beyond basic nearest neighbor 
interconnects, except for computation with word-lengths configured to > 4-bit. All the 
manipulated data is, therefore, transferred through the Indium Bump Interconnection 
Array (IBIA) and processed by the ICS allowing for very high speed computation 
because the !BIA provides very high bandwidth and very low inductance/capacitance 
[ 15]. 
2.5 Design Guidelines 
The design guidelines and constraints to satisfy the design goals are as follows. 
• The 3D-SoftChip is the first novel 3D vertically integrated Adaptive Computing 
System-on-Chip (3D-ACSoC) 
• Using Indium bump technology, data can be manipulated at very high speed with 
wide bandwidth. 
• The variable memory word-length and configurable word-length are unique 
features for an adaptive computing system. 
• Various computation models (SISD, SIMD, MlSD, MIMD) are possible for 
• 
adaptability/nexibility in accordance with the current application and 3 types of 
SIMD computational models (massively parallel, multithreaded, pipelined) allow 
for maximized computational throughput. 
The heterogeneous types of PE architectures are optimized for communication 
and multimedia signal processing. 
• Dynamic run-time reconfigurability for adaptive computing. (Multiple sets of 
program memory and abundant memory capacity) 
• The area constraint of PE should be minimized as much as possible (less than 
60um x 60um in 0.13um technology) for a 4-bit word size. 
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2.6 Design Methodology 
2.6.1. Suggested HW/SW Co-design and Verification Methodology 
HW/SW co-design is a development methodology that supports the concurrent and co-
operative development of hardware and software (co-specification. co-development, co-
verification). It helps to evaluate the effect of design decisions and to explore the design 
space at an early stage to obtain the optimal architecture. As a result of this, design cost 
and design cycle time can be reduced and more reliable system can be realised because of 
the verification at the high-level of the system. Figure 2.5 shows a suggested HW/SW co-
design methodology for the 3D-SoftChip. Once the system specification is firmly decided, 
HW/SW partitioning is executed to determine which functions should be implemented in 
hardware and which in software. The HW can then be modeled using SystemC [19] and 
SW modeled in C. After that, a co-simulation and verification process is implemented to 
verify the 3D-SoftChip operation and performance and to decide on an optimal HW/SW 
architecture. 
More specifically, the SW is modelled using a modified GNU C Compiler and 
Assembler. After the compiler and assembler for ICS_RISC has been finalised, a 
program for the implementation of the MPEG4 motion estimation algorithm will be 
developed and compiled using it. After that, object code can be produced, which can be 
directly used as the input stimulus for an instruction set simulator and system level 
simulation. The HW/SW verification process can be achieved through the compa1;son 
between the results from instruction level simulation and system level simulation. From 
this point on, the rest of the procedure can be processed using any conventional HW 
design methodology, such as full and semi-custom design. N.B. SystemC is a system 
design language which supports concurrent HW/SW co-design methodologies and offers 
a simulation kernel that supports hardware modeling concepts at the system level, 
behavioral level and register transfer level [20}. 
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2.7 Conclusions 
The core technology, overall and detailed architecture of the 3D-SoftChip has been 
presented. The four kinds of salient features, as described Section 2.3 can differentiate the 
3D-SoftChip from conventional reconfigurable/adaptive computing systems. The design 
time and reliability of the system will be significantly improved by adopting the 
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Figure 2.5: SuggestedHW/SW Co-design and Verification Methodology 
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Chapter3 
Architecture of CAP Chip 
In this chapter, the overall architecture of the Configurable Array Processor (CAP) 
chip will be described along with the PE architecture for communication and multimedia 
signai processing. The integration of 4 heterogeneous PEs forms one Quad-PE, and four 
Quad-PE make up the UnitCAP chip. 
3.1 Overall Architecture of CAP Chip 
The basic architecture of the CAP chip is a linear array of heterogeneous PEs. Figure 
3.1 shows three possible architecture choices for the PEs. The architecture in Figure 
3.l(b) is suggested as the most feasible architecture for the PE in the 30-SoftChip 
because it has the optimum trade-off between application specific performance and 
flexibility. Examples of type A can be seen in [1,2,3], type Bin [16] and type C in [17]. 
The CAP chip has the basic role of the processing engine for the 3D-SoftChip. It 
manipulates large amounts of data at a high computational rate using any of the three 
different SIMD computation models previously described. 
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Figure 3.1: Types of PEs (a) homogeneous type, (b) heterogeneous type, (c) heterogeneous type with 
dedicated functions for special purpose. 
Table 3.1: Characteristics of each PE types 
PE Architecture Flexibility Performance 
Type A Homogeneous type PEs with Embedded Suitable for general purpose Relative low pe1formance 
memory, ALU. MAC, Address decoder etc. High flexibility for specific applications. 
Each PEs are optimized for special 
f-unctions 
Example : Suitable for specific applications. Relative medium 
Tl'.ueB •PEI : Multiple MAC, ALU array Medium flexibility performance for specific 
• PE2: Bit-oriented operations applications 
• PE3: General purpose RJSC or Control 
Logic. 
• PE4: Memory 
Combination of the Type B arch. with 
dedicated functions for special purpose 
Example : Suitable for dedicated Relative high pe1formance 
TypeC •PEI : Multiple MAC, ALU amiy applications. Low flexibility for specific applications 
•PE2: Memory and Co.ntrol 
• PE3,PE4: A Co-processor optimized for 
dedicated sig.nal processing functions (FEC, 
Preamble detect e1c) 
3.2 Two Types of Processing Element (PE)s 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the two type of PE architecture chosen to optimize 
communication and multimedia signal processing type applications. Table 3.2 shows the 
characteristics of the two type of PE. 
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Figure 3.2: Two Types of PE 
Table 3.2: Characteristics of the two type of PE 
Standard-PE Processin2 Accelator-PE 
Standard ALU(Mul, Add, Sub, Multiplier, modified Adder, 
Components Comparator) MUX A,B, Subtractor, 8-bit Barrel Shifter, 
Registers, Embedded SRAM Registers, Embedded SRAM 
Purpose Bit-wise manipulation, Standard Dedicated for MAC, MAS functions 
ALU functions (for DSP application) 
Single clock cycle MAC, MAS 
Cbai-acteristics Standard ALU functions absolute value computation 
Comparison operation. operations 
8bit barrel shifter. (Logical, 
Arithmetical Shift) 
3.2.1. Standard-PE (S-PE) 
The S-PE is for standard ALU functions and is also optimized for bit-level operation 
for communication signal processing. It comprise 4 sets of 19-bit registers for S-PE 
instruction decoding, two multiplexers to select input operands from the data bus, 
adjacent PEs or internal registers, a standard ALU with bit-serial multiplier, adder, 
subtracter and comparator, embedded local SRAM and 4 sets of Registers. The arithmetic 
primitives are scalable so as to make it possible to reconfigure the word-length for 
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specific tasks. The scalable architecture arithmetic primitive architecture is presented in 
[18]. 
3.2.2. Processing Accelerator-PE (PA-PE) 
The PA-PE is dedicated specifically for Digital Signal Processing (DSP) operations. It 
consists of 4 sets of 19-bit registers for PA-PE instruction decoding, two multiplexers to 
select input operands from the data bus, adjacent PEs or internal registers, a signed 4-bit 
scalable parallel/parallel multiplier and accumuJator/subtractor modified to enable 
Multiple-and-Accumulate (MAC), Multiple-and-Subtract (MAS) operations within one 
clock cycle an 8-bit configurable bane] shifter, embedded local SRAM and 4 sets of 
Registers. Two shifters in the Quad-PE can also be configured to produce a 16-bit ban-el 
shjfter. Its distinctive featw·es are the single clock cycle MAC, MAS operations and 
parallel/parallel multiplier to accelerate DSP applications. Moreover it can execute single 
clock cycle absolute value computation. 
3.3 PE Functions 
PE functions are mainly divided into S-PE or PA-PE functions. 
3.3.1. Standard-PE Functions 
Table 3.3 shows the functions of S-PE. It is useful for bit-wise manipulation and 
generic ALU functions. 
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3.3.2. Processing Accelerator-PE Functions 
Table 3 .4 describes the PA-PE functions. It is speciaUzed for DSP such as MAC, MAS 
logical Shift, Arithmetic Shift, Rotate function, absolute value computation. 
Table 3.4: Processing Accelerator-PE Functions 
Function Mnemonics 
AxB PAMUL 
AX B + out(t) MAC 
AX B-out(t) MAS 
Logical Shift Left LSL 
Logical Shift Right LSR 
Arithmetic Shift Right ASR 
Rotate ROR 
IAl(Absolute value) ABS 
3.3.3. PE Instruction Formats and Operation Modes 
The PE instruction format consists of a 19-bit instruction word. The most significant 
2-bits, 18 and 17 in the instruction word (WS_en/RS_en, WR_en/RR_en) are used for the 
Read/Write enable bit of the embedded SRAM and registers. Bits 16 to 10 are used for 
SRAM and register selection (addressing). Bit 9 is used for data output register enable 
signal and bits 8 to 6 are used to specify the PE operation. Finally, bits 5 to Oare used to 
control the input multiplexers for input operand selection. Thjs format is illustrated in 
Figure 3.3 below. 
j 18 I 17 I 16 
WS_en/ WR_erv SRAM 
RS_eu RR_en en 
J 18 I 11 16 
WS_en/ WR_av SRAM 
RS_en RR_eo en 
j 1s 12 11 10 9 
SRAM Selection Register Dout 
Selection RCtl 
(a) Standard-PE Instruction format 
j 1s 12 
SRAM Selection 






!8 6 !5 3 12 o I 
SPEOP MUXB MUXA 
Js 6 !5 3 12 o I 
PA-PE MUXB MUXA 
OP 
(b) Processing Accelerator-PE Instruction format 
Figure 3.3: PE Instruction formats 
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(a) Horizontal mode (b) Vertical mode (c) Circular mode 
Figure 3.4: PE Array Operation Modes 
Figure 3.4 illustrates 3 types of PE operation modes that can be realized on the PE 
array; Horizontal mode, Vertical mode and Circular mode. In the horizontal and vertical 
mode, the each rows or columns of the PEs can connected together respectively. Tbese 
operation modes optimized for the SIMD computational method. Lastly in the circular 
mode, the PEs in the one Quad-PE connects together and each Quad-PE can work 
separatively. These allow for even greater flexjbiJity and help to maximize computational 
throughput accoriling to the target application. 
3.4 Embedded Local SRAM 
Each PE has a small quantity of local embedded SRAM. As the effective memory 
bandwidth is increased dt"amatically by as much as the number of the PEs, which will 
result in an increase in effective processing speed in many applications. Bus traffic can 
also be reduced because many data transmission operations can be contained within a PE. 
Consequently, a lowering of power dissipation will also be achieved. Effectively this can 
act as cache, which can be continuously refreshed 
3.5 Configurable Nature of Arithmetic Primitives 
As described in the Chapter 2.3, one of the distinguished features as an adaptive 
computing system is the word-length configuration. The basic word-length of each PE is 
4-bit. It can be configured 8, 16, 32-bfr according to the target application. The 
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configurable nature of the arithmetic primitives in the PE allows this configuration [18]. 
The most complex component in the PE is multiplier so the example of configurable 
arithmetic primitives, the configurable parallel multiplier will be introduced 
3.5.1. Scalable Parallel Multiplier Cell 
Figure 3.5 shows a generic lxl-bit multiplier cell. It includes a full adder, an AND 
gate and three multiplexers to select the input operand through the control signals CTRLH 
and CTRLL. In this figure, A represents the multiplicand and B is the multiplier. SrNis the 
SUM signal from the adjacent cell above, CouT is the propagated carry output, CJN is the 
carry input from the adjacent multiplier cell. MouT represent the multiplication result. 
The 2x2-bit :multiplier can be implemented using the generic I-bit ceJ] and moreover an 
8x8-bit multiplier can be realised by arranging the basic 4x4 primitive in a 2x2 array as 
shown in figure 3.6 [18]. Because of this configurable characteristic, the word-length can 










Figure 3.5: A generic lxl-bitMultiplier Cell for n=l 
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Figure 3.6: 8x8 multiplier using 4-bit Generic Cells 
3.6 Quad-PE 
As previously described one Quad-PE consists of two pairs of PEs (two S-PE and two 
PA-PE). The Quad-PE is controlled and configured by the Switch Block according to the 
control and address data from the ICS_RISC transmitted through the IBIA. Figure 3.7 
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Figure 3.7: Quad-PE 
3.7 UnitCAP Chip Architecture 
The CAP chip consists of 4 sets of UnitCAP. Each UnitCAP has an array of 16 
heterogeneous S-PEs and PA-PEs. Figw-e 3.8 shows the UnitCAP chip architecture. The 
configw-able interconnectivity is realised through the input multiplexer in each PE. The 
detailed description of interconnection between the PEs will be described in Chapter 6. 
3.8 Conclusions 
The heterogeneous types of PE architecture for communication and multimedia signal 
processing have been described. The adoption of the PE architecture can accelerate the 
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performance where intensive bit-level computation and digital signal processing is 
required and achieve more flexibility compare with homogeneous types of PE array. The 
sugge ted PE architecture has been fully modelled and its functionality verified using 
SystemC at high-level. The details regarding the system level modelling of the PE will be 






......................................... .................................... .. 
Figure 3.8: UnitCAP Chip Architecture 
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Chapter4 
Architecture of ICS Chip 
The ICS chip comprises the Switch Blocks, JCS RISC, program memory, data 
memory. data frame buffers and OMA controller. The ICS chip is a control processor 
which controls the CAP chip via the IBIA as well as the overall system. The ICS_RISC 
provides control and address signals and data to the system as a whole. The switch blocks 
configure each PE based on the current program instruction. The high bandwidth data 
Interface Unit enables efficient transmission of data and instructions within the system. In 
this chapter. the detailed architecture of the JCS chip is described. 
4.1 Switch Block 
The Switch Block provides data from/to each PE and also provides instruction data to 
each PE. Three types of Switch Block, 6-sided, 7-sided and 8-sided provide optimized 
interconnection within the ICS chip. Figure 4.1 shows the Switch Block architecture 
which connects between the PEs and other Switch Blocks. The architecture of the Switch 
Block is similar to conventional Switch Blocks in Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGA) [32]. The Jines in the figure represent switches to connect data/instruction data 
within the PEs, Switch Blocks and the ICS chip. A pass transistor design is used to 




The ICS_RlSC is a 32-bit dedicated RISC control processor. The ICS_RJSC controls 
the execution of the PE an-ay and provides control and address signals to program/data 
memory, the data frame buffers and the OMA controller. It has a 3 stage pipelined 
architecture that is Fetch (F), Decode (D) and Execute (E). To cope with the iterative 
nature of DSP arithmetic, it has 16 sets of loop buffers so as to provide direct instruction 
to instruction decoding instead of fetching from program memory in each case. This 
significantly reduces bus utilization allowing for improved performance and lower power 
dissipation. Moreover 32 general purpose registers and specialized addressing modes are 
provided for optimized communication and multimedia signal processing. For detailed 




To The Down ide Switch Block 
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of Switch Block: A 6-sided Switch Block, 7 -sided Switch Block and 8-sided 
Switch Block 
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Figure 4.2: Architecture oflCS_RISC 32-bitdedicated Control Processor 
4.2.1 Features of ICS_RISC 
The ICS_RISC has a simple and efficient architecture. It has a harvard architecture 
and simple 3 stage pipelined architecture. Memory access during the execution stage is 
carried out using load/store instructions only and all operations, except load/store, PE and 
DMA operations, are register-to-register within the ICS_RISC. This provides 
improvements in the performance and power dissipation. 
4.2.2 System Components of ICS_RISC 
The ICS_RISC consists of a 32 x 32-bit general purpose register, a program counter 
which is the 32th general purpose register, a 16 x 32-bit loop buffer to generate 
instruction addresses for iterative sets of instructions, a status register (N:Negative/Less 
than, Z:Zero, C:CruTy/Borrow, V:Overflow), an instruction register for instruction 
decoding, ALU, shifter, multiplier and 32-bit data input/output registers [30,31). Figure 








Control Unit Data Memory (ICS /CAP) 
Figure 4.3: A detailed architecture of the ICS_RISC 
4.2.3. Types of Instruction Set 
CAP 
(UnltCAP) 
Table 4.1 describes the instruction set and instruction processing components of the 
3D-SoftChip. All control instructions are executed in the ICS chip, while computation 
fostructions , such as arithmetic and logical operations for PEs are executed in the CAP 
chip using various computation methods (SISD, SIMD, MISD, MIMD). The detailed 
instruction set is described in Appendix A. 
Table 4.1: Types of Instruction Set 
Function Processine Component 
Move res 
Arithmetic (S-PE, PA-PE) CAP 






Addressing Mode/Loop Buffer res 
Addressing 
PE Control ICS 
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PE Configuration res 
Program/Data Load (rCS,PE res 
Program/ Data for PE) 
DMAControl res 
4.2.4. ICS_RISC Instruction Set Architecture- Version 1.0 
Table 4.2 shows the instruction set architecture (ISA) for ICS_RISC. This is the first 
version of the ISA, more efficient and dedicated instructions can be added is needed. It 
has 50 instructions, largely divided into arithmetic and logic, branch, data transfer, bit and 
bit-test, PE control, DMA control and lastly a loop buffer instruction. 
Table4.2: Instruction Set Summary (ICS_RISC ISA Versionl) 
Mnemonic Operation Operands Flags 
ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC INSTRUCTIONS 
ADD Add Two Registers Rd, Rs! , Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
ADDI Add Register and Constant Rd, Rsl , #I N,Z,C,V 
SUB Subtract Two Registers Rd,Rsl. Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
SUBI Subtract Register and Constant Rd, Rsl , #l N,Z,C,V 
MUL Multiply Two Registers Rd, Rsl , Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
MULI Multiply Register and Constant Rd, Rsl, #I N,Z,C,V 
AND Logical AND Registers Rd, Rsl , Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
ANDI Logical AND Register and Constant Rd, Rsl, #I N,Z,C,V 
OR Logical OR Registers Rd, Rsl , Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
ORI Logical OR Register and Constant Rd, Rsl, #I N,Z,C,V 
XOR Logical XOR Registers Rd, Rsl, Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
XORI Logical XOR Recister and Constant Rd, Rsl , #I N,Z,C,V 
NOT Logical NOT Registers Rd,Rsl , Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
NOTI Logical NOT Register and Constant Rd, Rsl , #I N,Z,C,V 
BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS 
BREQ Branch if Equal (Z=l) PC, Offset None 
BRNE Branch if NOT Equal (Z=O) PC, Offset None 
JMP Unconditional Branch (PC=PC+Offset) PC, Offset None 
CMP Compare Registers Rsl, Rs2 N,Z,C,V 
CMPI Compare Register and Constant Rd,#I N,Z,C,V 
DATA TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 
MOVA Move between Registers (Rd=Rsl) Rd, Rsl None 
MOVA! Move between Reg. & Const. (Rd=Const) Rd,#1 None 
MOVB Move between Registers (Rd=Rs2) Rd, Rs2 None 
MOVBI Move between Reg & Const. (Rd=Const) Rd,#I None 
MSR Move Register to Status Register(SR=Rsl) SR, Rsl Noue 
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MSRI Move Imm value to Status Register(SR-#1) SR, #I None 
MRS Move Status Register to Rel!ister(Rsl=SR) Rsl, SR None 
LD Load indirect with Re l!ister (Rd=Mem[Rb ]) Rd.Rb None 
ST Store indirect with ReJ?ister (Mem[Rb]=Rd) Rd.Rb None 
BIT AND BIT-TEST INSTRUCTIONS 
LSL Loe:ical Shift Left Rd, Rsl N,Z,C,V 
LSR Logical Shift Right Rd, Rsl N,Z,C,V 
ASR Arithmetic Shift Ril!ht Rd, Rsl N,Z,C,V 
ROT Rotate Rd, Rsl N,Z,C,V 
PE CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 
PECON4 PE Word-Length Configuration (4-bit) None None 
PECON8 PE Word-Len!!th Confiimration (8-bit) None None 
PECONl6 PE Word-Length Configuration(l6-bit) None None 
PECONJ2 PE Word-Length Configuration (32-bit) None None 
PESEL Select certain PE (PEO-PE15) None None 
PEMODH PE Ooeration mode (Horizontal mode) None None 
PEMODV PE Oneration mode (Vertical mode) None None 
PEMODC PE O=ration mode (Circular mode) None None 
PEEXEH Execute specific program to each PEs in the None None 
same Horizontal line 
PEEXEV Execute specific program to each PEs in the None None 
same Vertical line 
PEEXEC Execute specific program to each PEs in the None None 
same Circular line 
DMA INSTRUCTIONS 
LDPEPRG Load Program Data from Program memory to addrMem None 
Instruction decoder in PE. 
LDDFB Load large amount of processing data for PEs addrMem, None 
from Data Memorv to Data Frame Buffer addrDFB 
LDPEDATA Load large amount of processing data for PEs addrDFB, None 
from DFB to Embedded SRAM in PE addrSRAM 
WBREG Write back processed data in Embedded addrSRAM None 
SRAM to the re!?isters in the ICS RISC 
WBDFB Write back processed data in Embedded addrSRAM, None 
SRAMto DFB addrDFB 
STDFB Load large amount of processed data in PEs addrDFB, None 
from Data Frame Buffer to Data Memorv addrMem, 
LOOP BUFFER INSTRUCTION 
LBEN Generate an Iterative Set of Instruction PC None 
Addresses 
(16 sets of Lo:m Buffer) 
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4.3 High Bandwidth Data Interface Unit 
The high bandwidth data interface unit allows the efficient transfer of data within the 
3D-SoftChip. Two sets of data frame buffer and the DMA controller make it easy to 
transfer large amounts of data. Multiple sets of program memory support run-time 
program switching and, because of this dynamic reconfigurable featw-e, adaptive 
computing is possible. The data memory has a variable word width so it can easily be 
combined to build wider/deeper memories and thus increase flexibility for different 
application programs. The DMA instructions and data flow for the DMA controller can 
be seen in Figure 4.4. A detailed description of the operations of the DMA instructions 
can be seen in Appendix A. 
regAdd r 
pmAdd , l~ IAddr 





OMA Cont roller 
Control Signals for OMA Controllt r UnltlCS 
Data from/to 
UnltCAP Chip 
Figure 4.4: DMA Controller Architecture and Instructions for DMA Controller 
4.4 Conclusions 
The JCS chip architecture has been described in this chapter. The system components 
in the ICS Chip allow it to efficiently supply data and instructions to the PEs through the 
IBIA. The PE array can be freely configured due to the highly controllable characteristic 
of the switch block. This allows more than sufficient adaptability/flexibility for adaptive 
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computing systems. Moreover, the DMA controller enables transfer of the bulk data fast 
and effectively through the 3D-SoftChip. 
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Chapters 
Architecture of UnitChip 
The 3D-SoftChip consists of 4 sets of UnitChip. Each UnitChip has one UnitCAP 
and one UnitICS. As described in the chapter 3, the UnitCAP comprises 16 sets of 
heterogeneous arrays of S-PEs and PA-PEs and the UnitICS consists of a switch block, a 
32-bit dedicated RISC control processor, a high bandwidth data interface unit, 2 sets of 
data frame buffers and program/data memory for both the ICS and the PE array. In this 
chapter, the UnitChip architecture and its pipeline operation mechanism which can 
maximize the computational throughputs [3], are described. 
5.1 UnitChip Architecture 
As mention above, the UnitChip is a combination of the UnitCAP and the UnitlCS 
chip and four UnitChips form the complete 3D-SoftChip. Figure 5.1 illustrates the overall 
architecture of the UnitChip. The control, data and instructions transfer through the IBIA 
to the UnitCAP, and the processed data from the UnitCAP can be rapidly transferred back 
to the ICS_RISC to be manipulated and stored in the data memory. 
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Figure 5.1: Overall Architecture of the UnitChip. 
CAP 
5.2 Pipelined Operation Mechanisin of UnitChip 
TableS.l: Pipelined UnitChip Operation Mechanism 
Stage (1) Stage (2) Stage (3) Stage (4) Stage (5) 
lCS_RISC LDPEPRG LDDFB LDDFB LDPEPRG PECON4,8, 16,32 
lnstructions PESEL, PESEL PECON4,8.J 6,32 PEEXEH,V,C PEMODH,V,C PEMODH,V,C PEEXEH,V,C WBREG,WBDFB 
PEsOp. Execu1e(l-J) Execme ( 1-2) 
PROGRAM 
forPEs Load PRGM for PRGM forPEs(l-1) Load PRGM for PRGM for PEs(2-1) PEs (I) PEs (2) 
(in Local 
memory) 
Data Frame Load Data for 
Buffer 0 PEs (L) Data for PEs (1-1) Data for PEs (1-2) Wri1e back Execution (1-1) results 
Data Frame Load Data for PE 
Buffer 1 (2) Data for PEs(2-1) 
Memory 







PRGM for PEs(2-2) 
Data for PEs(2-2) 
Write back 
Executioo(J -I) results 
Table 5.1 illustrates the pipelined operation mechanism of UnitChip to improve its 
perfonnance. The detailed explanation is as follows. 
• STEP 1 - LOAD PROGRAM FOR PEs: The first operation is to load 16 
instruction words for PEs from program memory to the instruction decoder in the 
each PE, the row and column decoder in the UnitCAP can specify a certain PE to 
load the programs, depending on the desired computational mode (e.g, SIMD, 
MIMD). 
• STEP 2 - LOAD PROCESSING DATA FOR PEs (1): Load large amount of 
processing data for PEs from data memory to data frame buffer. The start address 
of memory and an amount of data to transfer can be indicated by the DMA 
instructions. 
• STEP 3 - LOAD PROCESSING DATA FOR PEs (2): Load the processing data 
for PEs from data frame buffer to embedded SRAM in each PEs. The row and 
column decoder in the UnitCAP can specify a certain PE to load the processing 
data. 
• STEP 4 - EXECUTE PEs: Execute the PE array 
• STEP 5 - RELOAD PROGRAM FOR PEs (1): Reload 16 instruction words 
from program memory to the instruction decoder in each PE, the row and column 
decoder in the UnitCAP can again specify a certain PE to load the programs to. 
• STEP 6 - RELOAD PROCESSING DATA FOR PEs (2): Reload the processing 
data for PEs from data frame buffer to each PEs, the row and column decoder in 
the UnitCAP can specify a certain PE to load the data into. 
• STEP 7 - WRITE BACK PROCESSED DATA TO DFB: Write back processed 
drta from embedded SRAM in each PEs to data frame buffer 
STEP 8 - TRANSFER PROCESSED DATA TO Memory: Transfer large 
:1mount of processed data from data frame buffer to memory 
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5.3 Area Estimations and Constraints 
Table 5.2 shows the feasible estimated area of 3D-SoftChip components. The 
perfonnance of the integrated circuits largely depends on integration density. The tight 
area constraints can be achieved through more integration density, which means it can 
maximize benefit from large scaled integration. The area constraints should be tight in 
order to achieve the best performance. 
Table 5.2: Arca Estimation and Constraint of UnitChip (Target Technology: 0.13 um Process) 
Com""nent Estimated Area 
S-PE 60umx60um 
PA-PE 60umx60um 
!BIA 15 um x 15 um 
One' 1uad-PE 130 um x 130 um 
UnitCAP 500 um x 500 um 
CAP{4x4 UnitCAP) llOOumx llOOum 
CAP(\6xl6 UnitCAP) 2200 um x 2200 um 
1cs ruse 300 um x 300 um 
5.4 Conclusions 
As explained above, by using the pipeline operation mechanism that is a 6-stages 
pipelined architecture, the performance of the UnitChip can be 6 times more improved. 
This pipelined operation is another distinguished character to accelerate the 





In this chapter, the three hierarchical interconnection architectures: Inter-PE bus, 
Switch Block Array interconnection and IBIA, will be introduced along with the 
configurable nature of the Inter-PE bus using the input operand multiplexer in each of the 
PEs. 
6.1 Hierarchical Interconnection Architecture 
The interconnection network of the 3D-SoftChip can be broken into three hierarchical 
levels. The Inter-PE bus between PEs in the CAP chip i~ the first level. This local 
interconnection network has a 20-mcsh architecture providing nearest-neighbor 
interconnection between the PEs. The second level of the interconnection network is the 
switch block array interconnection. This supports longer interconnections on the JCS chip 
but also has a basic 2D-mesh architecture. The last hierarchical level of interconnection is 
the IBIA. With progression of technology to ever decreasing semiconductor geometry 
scales, the prediction of interconnection delay and the portion of interconnection delay in 
the total system delay arc crucial factors. It is also a major factor in the limitation of 
overall system performance. To overcome these problems, 3D interconnection 
technology using Indium bump becomes very attractive because it supports a very high 
bandwidth coupled with a very low inductance/capacitance (and thus low power 
dissipation) and can be readily utilized to achieve an interconnect array with a pitch as 
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low as 10µ.m. The development of 3D integrated systems will allow improvements in 
packaging costs, performance, reliability and a reduction in the size of the chips [15]. 
However, any other equivalent 30 interconnection technology could also be applied to 
realize this interconnection level within the 3D-SoftCnip architecture. Figure 6.1 shows 
the three hierarchical interconnection networks. 
(a) PE Array Interconnection Network: 20-mesh interconnection for local interconnection 
(b) Switch Block Array Interconnection Network: 20-mesh interconnection for long interconnection 
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(c) Indium Bump Interconnection: Single indium bump after reflow 
Figure 6.1: Three hierarchical Interconnection Networks 
6.1.1. PE and Switch Block Array Interconnection 
6.1.1.1 Programmable Nature of PE Array Interconnection 
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Figure 6.2: Quad-PE and Programmable Interconnect Architecture 
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Table6.1: Inter-PE Bus (IPB) interconnection connectivity 
IPB Sl--1 Name Source{Outnut) Destination(lnnut) 
IPBI SPEl(dOutadiPE) PAPEl(dLefl) 
IPB2 SPEl(dOutadjPE) PAPE2(dUn) 
IPB3 PAPEl(dOutadiPE) SPEl(dRiPht) 
IPB4 PAPEl(dOutadiPE) SPE2(dUo) 
!PBS PAPEl(dOutadiPE) Next Ouad-PE(SPEl(dLeft)) 
IPB6 PAPE2(dOutadiPE) SPEl(dDown) 
IPB7 PAPE2(d0utadiPE) SPE2(dLeft) 
IPB8 PAPE2{dOutadiPE) Downside Quad-PE(SPEl(dUn)) 
IPB9 SPE2(d0utadiPE) PAPEI(dDown) 
IPBIO SPE2{d0utadiPE) PAPE2(dRioht) 
IPBI I SPE2(d0utadiPE) Next Quad-PE(PAPE2(dLeft)) 
IPB12 SPE2(d0utadiPE) Downside Ouad-PE(PAPEl(dUn)) 
Figure 6.2 shows the Quad-PE architecture and Inter-PE interconnection architecture 
{3]. Because of the input multiplexer in each PE, the connectivity can be readily 
configured. The input multiplexer can choose certain input operands from among the 6 
different inputs; data input, data from left side, right side, upward side and down side PE 
(din, dLcfl, dRighl, dUp, dDown) and each PE's output (dOutadjPE) becomes input 
operand to the neighbour PEs. Table 6.1 describes the connectivity within one Quad-PE 
and indicates that it can be configured by the PE programming according to the target 
application. 
6.1.2. Indium Bump Interconnection 
Indium is an excellent material to use as an interconnect material due to its excellent 
adhesion to most metals, including aluminum, which is the metallization for the pads 
used in most VLSI technologies. Indium has a low melting point, which implies a low 
work hardening coefficient, allowing for direct bonding on processed VLSI wafers. 
Additionally, it provides excellent mechanical as well as electrical connectivity (contact 
resistance < I mD: per bump). Retlow techniques can be used for flexibility and to 
increase the bump height to width ratio as needed. Such techniques can also be used to 
incorporate self-alignment features to the bonding process. Figure 6.3 illustrates 3D filp-
chip wafer bonding technology using indium bump interconnection arrays. 
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Bonding Pad Indium Bumps 
Subtrate / CAP Chip 
Figure 6.3: 3D Flip-Chip wafer bonding technology using Indium Bump Interconnection Arrays 
6.2 Conclusions 
The three hierarchical interconnection network architectures have been described. 
With the exception of the 3D interconnection there are similar to conventional 
interconnection architectures in reconfigurable systems. The Inter-PE bus provides 
configurable connectivity with 2D mesh architecture and the switch block 
interconnection offers longer interconnection in the ICS chip. Lastly, the IBIA presents 
vertical interconnection between the two separated chips providing a high bandwidth, 




High-level modeling of 3D-SoftChip 
using SystemC 
In this chapter, the high-level modelling of 3D-SoftChip using SystemC will be 
introduced. Firstly, an overview of SystemC, Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
environment for SystemC will be briefly described, followed by a presentation of the 
high-level simulation output waveforms for each of the 3D-SortChip components and 
analysis of these. Finally, some conclusions are provided. 
7.1 SystemC Overview 
SystemC is a C++ class library and design methodology which can effectively design 
a software algorithm, hardware architecture, interface with SoC and system level designs. 
System-level modelling, quick simulation to validate and optimize design and HW 
architecture and various software algorithms explorations can all be achieved using 
conventional C++ development environments. The current system design methodology is 
for the system engineer to write high-level language (C, C++, Matlab etc.) programs to 
verify the concepts and algorithms at system-level. After the concepts and algorithms are 
validated, the high-level modelled designs are manually converted to the Hardware 
Description Languages (VHDL, Verilog-HDL) in order to implement the hardware. But 
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this approach gives rise to a number of problems, such as errors arising from the manual 
conversion from C to HDL, a disconnection between the system level model and HDL 
model and conversion limitation as design sizes is get ever bigger and more complex. As 
a result of this, new C language based system design languages are starting to emerge as a 
new design methodology. Figure 7.1 shows the conventional system design in contrast to 
a SystemC based design methodology. 
C, C++ System( Model 
• 
System Level Model \., Manual 
\ Conversion 
"· .. 





Synthes is Synthesis 
+ Rest of Process Rest of Process 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.1: System Deign Methodology: 
(a) Conventional Design Methodology, (b) SystmC Design Methodology (*Source: www.systemc.org) 
The system design methodology using SystemC has many advantages over the 
conventional system design methodology includjng increased more productivity and 
reliability from the progressive refinement process and the use of a single language. In 
the design methodology using SystemC, the time consuming manual conversion process 
is no longer necessary because the high-level modelled code becomes a more reliable and 
high performance hardware model while hardware concepts and timing constructs can be 
added through the progressive refinement process. More productivity can be achieved by 
using a single design language, the high-level modelled SystemC code can result in 
smaller code that is easer to write as well as relatively faster simulation time, moreover 
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the testbench code for functional verification at high-level can be reused at any level or 
design stage[l9,20] . 
7.1.1. CAD Environn1ent for SystemC 
As described above, SystemC is a C++ class hbrary, which means any conventional 
C++ compiler can be a CAD development environment for SystemC. Any Unix, linux or 
PC based C++ compiler can be used, however, in this research, the PC based CAD 
environment (Microsoft Visual C++ Version 6.0) has used to compile the high-level 
modelled SystemC code because of its easy accessibility. Once SystemC code is 
compiled, the results are stored in various types of file. The most common file type for 
the results is a Value Change Dump (VCD) type and the GTKWave wavefonn viewer is 
used to validate VCD type of results. The figure below shows the Visual C++ and 
GTKWave waveform viewer. 
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Figure 7 .2: The CAD Envi.ronment for SystemC; Vi ual C++ Version 6.0, GTKWave Waveform 
Viewer. 
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7 .2 System-level Modeling of 3D-SoftChip 
In this section, the high-level mode1led single Standard-PE, Processing-Accelerator-
PE, ICS_RISC and UnitChip will be introduced with output simulation waveform. The 
functionality of these components has been fully verified. For a more detailed description 
of the system-level modelling of 3D-SoftChip see Appendix B. 
7.2.1. Standard-PE 
The detailed architecture of the S-PE was introduced in Chapter 3. Based on the 
architecture, it has been high-level modelled using SystemC. Figure 7.3 shows the block 










Figure7.3: High-level modeling of S-PE: 
(a) S-PE block diagram, (b) file structure of S-PE 
Figure 7.4 shows the output waveform of the S-PE execution results after ALU 
instructions between data from internal registers and embedded SRAM. The input signals 
(dln, dLeft, dRight, dUp, dDown) have been selected by the input multiplexer. The ALU 
output signals can be seen in the dOut, and dOutadjPE signals. The functionality of the S-
PE was confirmed by checking the output result. 
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Figure 7.4: The Output Waveform of S-PE 
7.2.2. Processing Accelerator-PE 
The PA-PE architecture has been described in Chapter 3. The high-level modelling 
was executed from this description. Figure 7.5 shows the PA-PE bJock diagram and file 











Figure 7.5: High-level modeling of PA-PE: 
(a) PA-PE block diagram, (b) file structure of PA-PE 
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Figure 7.6: The Output Waveform of PA-PE 
The figure above shows the output waveform of the hjgh-level modelled PA-PE. The 
selected input operand through the input multiplexer executes the ALU instructjon (MAC, 
MAS, Shjft, etc) and the results are then stored to the embedded SRAM. The output 
signal shows the operation executed as required. 
7.2.3. ICS_RISC 
The ICS_RISC and instruction set architecture was introduced in Chapter 4. The 
ICS_RISC can largely be classified into control and datapath units. The 32 x 32-bit 
general purpose register, a program counter, a 16 x 32-bit loop buffer, a status register, an 
instruction register, ALU, shifter, multiplier and 32-bit data input/output registers form 
the datapath architecture. The fetch, decoding and execution unit make up the control unit. 
Additionally, a bus control unit is used to control the 32-bit operand A, operand B, data 
write bus, input bus and output bus to avoid data col]jsion. Figure 7.7 shows the top block 
diagram of the ICS_RISC and its SystemC file structures. 
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Figure 7.7: High-level modeling of ICS_RISC: 
(a) ICS_RISC block diagram, (b) file structure ofICS_RISC 
The output waveform shows the results after execution of simple loop and ALU 
instructions. Figure 7 .8 shows the pseudo code for the instructions. The circle in figure 
7.9 which is wiitten as a loop instruction indicates the internal general purpose register 
address. It increases as programmed and the other circle presents the output result of the 
ALU operations. 
//Simple Loop & ALU Instruction 
MOV RO, #0; / /Simple Loop Inst 
MOV Rl, #1; 
MOV R2, #2; 
MOV R3, #3; 
MOV R4, #4; 
MOV RS, #5; 
MOV R6, #6; 
MOV R7, #7; 
MOV R8, RO; 
MOV R9, Rl ; 
MOV RlO, R2 ; 
MOV Rl l , R3 ; 
MOV Rl 2 , R4; 
MOY Rl 3, RS; 
MOY Rl 4, R6; 
MOY Rl S, R7; I I End of Loop Inst. 
AND Rl 6, RB , R9 ; //ALU Inst 
OR Rl7, RlO, Rl l ; 
XOR Rl 8, Rl 2, Rl3 ; 
ADD Rl 9, Rl4, Rl S; 
SUB R20, Rl4, Rl 5; // End 
Figure 7.8: The Psuedo Code for ICS_RISC 
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Figure 7.9: The Output Waveform ofICS_RISC 
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Figure 7.10: The Instruction Index 
Figure 7 .10 shows the instruction index during ICS_RISC instruction execution for 
debugging purposes. The instruction index was perfectly matched with the instruction of 
the pseudo code. 
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7.2.4. UnitChip 
The composition of the UnitCAP and UnitICS becomes the UnitChip. It can be largely 
divided into 4 kinds of sub-SystemC files, that is ICS_RISC, Memory, DMA and 
UnitCAP. As described in Chapter 5, the architecture and the pipelined operation 
mechanism can be identified in the high-level system simulation results. 
reset ; 









Figure 7.11: High-level modeling ofUnitChip: 
(a) UnitChip block diagram, (b) file structure of UnitChip 
Figure 7 .11 illustrates the UnitChip block diagram and SystemC file structure of the 
UnitChip. Each sob-SystemC block's functionality has been described before, the 
UnitChip is a simple combination (port-mapping) of these sub-blocks at the top module. 
The simple ALU instruction has been mapped in this high-level modelled UnitChip. The 
simulation result shows its functionality. In figure 7 .12, the upper side circle indicates the 
ICS_RISC operation introduced before, and lower circle shows the PEs operations, which 
is the execution of simple ALU functions for the PEs with parallelism. The signal named 
as a PEl.dOut means the output signal from PEl. The functionality can be verified by 
checking these signals (from PE1-PE16) and is as expected. 
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Figure 7.12: The Output Waveform of UnitChip 
7 .3 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the overview of SystemC and its CAD tool develop environment has 
been introduced. The high-level system modelling and functiona1 verification of the 3D-
SoftCh.ip using SystemC ha been described and some simulation results provided. The 
waveforms show the correct functionality for each of the sub-blocks and for the top 
module of the UnitChip. 
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Chapters 
Application Mapping for 3D-SoftCbip 
The MPEG4 Full Search Block Matching Motion Estimation Algorithm (FBMA) 
has been applied to the high-level system modeled 3D-SoftChip to verify its functionality 
and demonstrate its architectural superiority. The hand-crafted assembler code for 
implementation of the algorithm becomes the input stimulus of the system-level modeled 
30-SoftChip. The performance will be analyzed in compraison with a conventional DSP 
processor, Application Specific ICs (ASICs) and MorphoSys. 
8.1 Full Search Block Matching Algorithm (FBMA) 
Motion estimation (ME) is introduced to exploit the temporal redundancy of video 
sequences and is an indispensable part of video compression standards such as the 
ISO/IEC. MPEG-1. MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and the CCITI. H.261/ITU-T. H.263 etc. Since 
ME is computationally the most demanding portion of the video encoder, it can take up to 
80% of total computation time and it can be a major limiting factor for the performance. 
Among the many different ME algorithms, FBMA is one of the most widely used in 
hardware. despite its high computational cost because it has the optimal performance and 
lowest control overhead. The block matching motion estimation algorithm compares a 
specific sized block of pixels in the current frame with a range of equally sized pixel 
blocks in the previous frame to find the best match (minimum difference) between two of 
the blocks. The position of the best matched block can then be encoded as a motion 
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• STEP I -LOAD REF. BLOCK DATA INTO PE ARRAY SRAM: The first 
operation is to load reference block data ( IL (m,11)) into embedded SRAM in each 
PE in the array. 
• STEP 2 - EACH PE MOVES THIS DATA TO INTERNAL REGISTER: 
Each PE moves the reference data from the embedded SRAM into an internal 
register so it is available to be used for calculation of SAD values for the entire 
search window. 
• STEP 3 - LOAD FIRST SEARCH POSITION BLOCK DATA INTO PE 
ARRAY SRAM: The block data for the first search position (JH(m+dx,n +dy)) 
is then loaded into the embedded SRAM in each PE in the array ready for 
calculation of the SAD value between the reference block and this first search 
position. 
• STEP 4 - EACH PE EXECUTES SUBTRACTION AND ABSOLUTE 
VALUE COMPUTATION: In this step, each PE carries out a subtraction 
operation between the reference block data and the current search position in 
SRAM. the absolute value of this resulting difference is stored as the absolute 
difference value for that block position. 
STEP 5 - PARTIAL SUMMATION (I): In this step every odd columned PE 
performs a partial sum operation of its absolute difference value with the value 
from the PE to its immediate right in the array, the result is stored as a double-
word value across both PEs. 
• STEP 6 - PARTIAL SUMMATION (2): In this step the two partial sums 
computed in the previous step are summed in the same way, every odd columned 
PE pair sums its result with the result from the PE pair to its right, this result is 
stored as a quad-word value across all four PEs in each row. 
STEP 7 - PARTIAL SUMMATION (3): In this step the column wise operation 





in this case, however, the second row of PEs accumulated its result with the result 
from the row above, while the third row of PEs accumulates its result with the 
result from the row below. 
STEP 8- PARTIAL SUMMATION (4): In this final partial sum accumulation, 
the second row of PEs sums its result with the result from the third row, producing 
the total SAD value for that search position. 
STEP 9 - WRITE BACK RESULT DATA TO THE ICS_RISC: Finally the 
resultant SAD value calculated in STEP 8 is written back to the internal register in 
the lCS_RISC for comparison with the previous minimum and updating of the 
motion vector if applicable. 
STEP 10 - REPEAT STEPS 4 TO 9: The next search position data block can be 
loaded into the SRAM in the PE array while the SAD calculation is being carried 
out for the current search position so once the result had been written back the 
calculation of the SAD for the next search position can be begun immediately. 
8.3 Performance Analysis 
Figure 8.3 shows the perfonnance comparison of the 3D-SoftChip with a DSP 
processor, several AS!Cs and MorphoSys for matching on 8x8 reference block against its 
search area of 8 pixels displacement. There are 81 candidate blocks (27 iterations) in each 
search area [33}. In the 3D-SoftChip, as described above, the number of processing 
cycles for one candidate block is just 7 clock cycles (each UnitChip computes one quarter 
block, so with 4 UnitChips one complete block is computed every 7 cycles), so the total 
number of processing cycles for the 3D-SoftChip becomes 567 (81 iterations of 7 cycles 
each). 
The number of clock cycles required is very close to that reported for MorphoSys, 
with just 4 UnitChips, this, however, can readily be improved simply by increasing the 
number of UnitChips on a scaled up 3D-SoftChip. A 4:<4 UnitChip array, for example, 
would have an effective throughput of one block every 142 cycles. In addition to this, 
considering the characteristics of the 3D system, there are other significant advantages. 
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Data dependency is largely eliminated so there after the injtiaJ set-up there is a 100% PE 
utilisation. The reference and candidate block data can be moved into the embedded 
SRAM in the PE concurrently with array execution, so the PEs can operate continuously. 
Also low power consumption can be achieved through a minimisation of the number of 
data accesses, because most of data manipulation can be executed within the PE anay. 
Most importantly, however, because all memory is directly accessible within the 3D-
SoftChip via the IBIA there are effectively zero external data reads and thus power 












I 142 I 
MorphoSys [4 UnitChips] [16 UnitChips] 
[331 3D-SoftChip 
Figure 8.3: Performance comparison for Motion Estimation 
When comparing with the performance of the DSP processor and dedicated ASICs, 
the performance of the suggested 4x4 UnitChip 3D-SoftChip has remarkable advances 
with a theoretical capability of more than 3.8 times the performance. Given its wide 
apphcability/adaptability to any number of other applications, the performance achieved 
compared to these dedicated processors is a potentially en01mous advancement. This 
clearly demonstrates the architectural superiority of the suggested novel 3D-SoftChip. 
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8.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the mapping of the implemented MPE04 full search block matching 
algorithm has been applied to the system-level modelled 3D-SoftChir ;,-i order to 
demonstrate its architectural superiority. According to the described results, the proposed 
3D-SoftChip architecture has the potential for a more than 3.8 times perfonnance 
improvement over conventional systems. The suggested 3D-ACSoC is clearly a highly 




J n this chapter, the contribution of this thesis will be summarised and future 
research work will be suggested. 
9.1 Contributions 
In this thesis, a novel 3D vertically integrated adaptive system•on•chip architecture as 
a next generation computing system along with its functional verification and the 
mapping of an MPEG4 motion estimation algorithm has been presented. The suggested 
architecture has a number of advantages compared with conventional current generation 
reconfigurable/adaptive computing systems, such as wide applicability, various and 
powerful computation methods, adaptive word·length configuration and benefits from the 
architecture including 3D interconnect perfonnance, reliability and a reduction in the size 
of the chips (and thus the cost), as described before. As outlined in chapter 5.3, the size of 
total chip as described is relatively small at around 1.1 mm2 for an array of 2x2 
UnitChips or 2.2 mm2 for an array of 4x4 UnitChips. This is based on a 4-bit word-length 
for the PEs so there is also ready potential to extend to a wider word-length (8-bit word-
length) and more integration of the PEs to maximise the computational throughput and 
benefits from large integration. Moreover, the ICS_RISC can also be readily extended on 
the upper chip layer by adopting advanced computation algorithms and dedicated 
instructions for specific applications to allow more efficient controllability and 
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performance over the current relatively simple ICS_RISC design. As minimum feature 
sizes continue to decrease in more advanced chip fabrication processes the inherent 
scalability of the UnitChip design means that the array size can simply be increased to 
within the constraints of the maximum die size to realise ever more power adaptive 
computing sys1ems. 
The: performance of the execution of the MPEG4 full search block matching motion 
estimation algorithm has been shown to be more 3.8 times improved over current 
generation processors. Due to these significant performance, power and cost advantages it 
can he shown th.it the suggested 3D~ACSoC is one of the most suitable architectures for 
the next generation of computing system. 
Moreover. the suggested advanced HW/SW co-design and verification methodology 
can accelerate the reliability and significantly reduce the design time. especially the time 
and effort required for verific.itio:t. This thesis indicates a highly promising research 
direction for future aduptive computing systems and an advanced ,md efficient HW/SW 
development methodology for ever more complicated SoCs. 
9.2 Future Work 
As introduced in the suggested design methodology, the high-level modelling and 
functional verification has been carried out, thc next task is the architectural explorations 
to obtain an optimized H\V specification. The method to explore various architecture 
opti{)ns is through parnmcterizcd memory. data frame buffer and OMA controller 
modelling usinB System(', followed by simulation with various HW configurations so as 
to find the best HW specification. The use of the parameterized modelling method makes 
the architecture exploration considerably easier, the puramctcr values can simply be 
changed in the SystcmC code. Figure 9.1 shows the SystemC modelling of the 
parameterized memory. Once the optimum HW specification is decided, the rest of the 
procedure can be executed with any conventional hardware design method, such as full 
and semi-custom design and the SW design should be concurrently performed so that the 





#include "systemc.h " 
template < class T, int size = 1 00> 
SCMODULE(ram) { 
sc_in< bool> 









//Read / Write 
I / Address 
//Parameterized Word-length 
ram(sc_module...name name_, bool debug_ = false): 
sc_rnodule(narne_), debug(debug_) 
l 
sc_ THREAD(ram_proc) ; 
sensitive < < clock.posO; 
buffer = new T[sfze] ; 
if (debug) ( 
cout << "Running constructor of' << name() << endl ; 
cout << "Number of location fs" << size << endl ; 
private : 
T* buffer; 
const bool debug; 
}; 
template < class T, inLsize> 




if (nRW) { 
data = buffer[addr] ; 
J else { 





Figure9.1: The parameterized Memory modeling example using SystemC 
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1 ICS_RISC Instruction Set Architecture Version 1.0 
31 30 2'l 28 27 26 25 24 13 22 21 20 19 IK 17 16 IS 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 
























0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
I 0 I 
I 0 I 
I 0 I 
I 0 I 
0 I 0 
DMA LHI 
Op Sl 
I I I 
0 0 Opcode Rd 
0 I Opcode Rd 
Immediate (32-bit) 
I 0 Opcode Rd 
I I Opcode Rd 
0 0 Shift X Rd 
0 I 0 X Rd 
I 0 I 
' 
Rd 
I I Cond X 
0 0 PE Op 
' 
Opmode I Config 





Not yet decided 
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Immediate(4.8:I6-bit} 
Unui;ed 
Rs2 Rsl Unused 
Rs2 Rsl 
-1 Unused 
ShiftAmt Rsl Unused 
X Rb Unused 
X Rb Unused 
Offset 
PESel I Unused 
Start addre!iS of M= Start address of Program/Data 
SRAM/ICS Reg(S/D) Scl Memory (Sou/Ost.) 
















,\ ,uH'IJl>\l·rtil·:111.\ lnk:.,:rakd \dapti,t· t .. 111puli11:.!Sy.,km 
.\ppl·11tli'\ \-H·s Rl:-.t I~\ \t·r,!1111 !.O 
Oprod,s Mnemonics Description (Immediate) Description (Register) 
0 0 0 MOVA Rd= Immediate Rd= Rsl 
0 0 I MOVB Rd= Immediate Rd= Rs2 
0 I 0 AND Rd= Rd & Immediate Rd=Rsl &Rs2 
0 I I OR Rd = Rd I Immediate Rd=Rsl jRs2 
I 0 0 XOR Rd= Rd" Immediate Rd=Rsl "Rs2 
I 0 I NOT Rd = - Immediate Rd= -Rsl 
1 I 0 ADD Rd= Rsl + Immediate Rd=Rsl+Rs2 
I I I SUB Rd= Rs! - Immediate Rd=Rsl-Rs2 
0 0 0 CMP Compare Rs! and Immedia1e Compare Rs I and Rs2 
0 0 I MSR Status Register= Immediate Status Register= Rsl 
0 I 0 MRS NIA Rs I = Status Register 
Shift Mnemonics Description 
0 0 0 LSL Shift Left 
0 0 LSR Shift Right 
0 0 ASR Arithmetic Shift Right 
0 0 ROT Rotate -::' -·' ··. 
.,~, -·:' .. 
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PE Operations 
0 0 0 
0 0 I 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
DMA 
Operations 
0 0 0 
0 0 I 
0 I 0 
0 I I 
I 0 0 
1 0 I 
Jl)-Sofi( 'hip 
.-\ ~·un·l JI> \lTlic1ll.1 l1!ll':,:1.!!nl \d,ipti\l' (',nnput1n:_: ..;_,.,km 
\pp1·1nli, \ - H ·:-. 1n...,1 I.\\ \,·r,ill11 t.11 
Cond Mnemonics Description 
0 0 0 EQ Equal 
0 0 I NE Not Equal 
0 I 0 AL Always (Unconditional) 
Mnemonics Description < t:c· 
PECONF Configuration of each PEs (4,8,16,32 bits) 
PESEL To select certain PE (PEO- PEl5) 
PEMODE To select PE operation modes (HorizontalNertical/Circular modes) 
PEVEXE To execute specific program to each PEs in the same vertical line 
PEHEXE To execute specific program to each PEs in the same horizontal line 
PECEXE To execute specific program to each PEs in lhe same circular line 
Mnemonics Description 
LDPEPRG Load maximum 16 program data from Program memory to Embedded SRAM in PEs 
LDDFB Load large amount of processing data for PEs from Memory to Data Frame Buffer 
LDPEDATA Load large amount of processing data for PEs from DFB to Embedded SRAM in PE 
WBREG Write back processed data in Embedded SRAM to the Registers in the ICS_RISC 
WBDFB Write back processed data in Embedded SRAM to DFB 
WBMEM Write back processed data in DFB to Data Memory 
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I. I Instruction descripLions 
3D-Soft('hip 
:\ \'on-I JI) \'l'rlk.illy lnll'!,!rall'd \d,1pti\l' ( ·l)mputiiq,! S~skm 
Ap1>l'n1li:-..,\- ICS RIS< !S \ \t·r.~ion 1.0 
• Immediate addressing: Short immediate values: 4,8,16 bit ( 1 instruction word). Long immediate value: 32 bits (2 instruction words) 
Rd= Rd op Immediate (4,8,16.32 bit) 
31 30 
" 
28 27 26 2S 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 IS 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 s 
1 Instruction word I 0 0 0 lo 0 0 0 Opcode Rd 4, 8, 16 bit Constant 
31 30 29 28 27 26 2S 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 IS 14 \J 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 s 
2 Instruction words 0 0 o Io 0 0 I I Opcode I Rd I Unused 
32 bit Constants 
4 J 2 
4 3 2 
Description: The processed data from PEs and immediate data from regFile or data memory can be manipulated in the ICS_RISC so it can 






Rd= Rsl op Rs2 
Description: Rs I and Rs2 indicates the address of internal regFile{32 sets of 32bit data(32 x 32bit)). The opcode identifies the operations and 
the manipulated data between Rsl and Rs2 is stored in the register which indicated by Rd. 
LB Addressing: 
Rd= Rsl op Rs2 
Description: When the LB Addressing becomes active. t.'ie sources of addresses b.::.come a Loop Buffer. It has 16 depths of looping capacity. 
Shift I Rotate : 
Rd= Rs I Shift by Amount 
Description: According to the shiftCtl and shiftAmt. the shifter can shift the input operands. 
Load: 
Rd=Mem [Rb) 




.\ '\o\'l'I JI)\ l·r1 is .dh I 11h°'.'.r.tl1·d \d:1pln l' ( .. 1np111in~ ...;~ ~ll·m 
\p11t·11ii1\ \ .. !{ '- t.:1-.,t 1:-,. \ \, r~i11:1 1.0 
Description: Rd in the regFile can load the data from data memory address which indicates by Rb. 
• Store: 
Mem [RbJ = Rd 
Description: Data in the regFile can store to the data memory address which indicates by Rb 
• Branch: 
If (Cond) PC= PC+ Offset 
Description: According to the Cond signals. the Program Counter value can increase as much as offset value. 
• Multiply: 
Rd=Rsl *Rs2 
Description: The operands can multiplied and stored in the Rd. 
• PE Control : 
PECONF. PESEL, PEMODE (HorizontalNertical/Circular modes), PEEXE 
• DMA Control : 
LDPEPRG: Load maximum 16 program data from Program memory to Instruction Decoder in PEs 
LDDFB: Load large amount of processing data for PEs from Data Memory to Data Frame Buffer 
LDPEDATA: Load large amount of processing data for PEs from DFB to Embedded SRAM in PE 
WBREG: Write back processed data in Embedded SRAM in PE to the registers in the ICS_RISC 
WBDFB: Write back processed data in Embedded SRAM in PE to DFB 
WBMEM: Write back processed data in DfB to Data Memory 
• Dedicated Instructions 
Not yet decided 









,\ '.\on·l Jl) \"crtk:dl) l11tt·~r;1kd .\d.tpli\l' ('ompulin~ Sysll'm 
.-\ppl'IH!i, \ - ll .", J<I."',( 1:-, \ \"l'f".•,ion 1.0 
Loop Buffer(LB) Addressing 
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D- ftChip 
High-level Modeling of 3D-SoftChip 
using SystemC 
1 Configurable Array Processor (CAP) Chip 




Da a Bus djacent PEs 
~ MUX A 1 
... 












(Mui. Add, Sub, Comp) 
Embedded SRAM 
Figure 1.1: Standard-PE architecture 
MUXA MUX B: input operand selection 
Register 




ALU : 4-bit ALU with bit-serial multiplier, adder, subtractor, comparator 
Registers : 4 sets of registers 
DourReg : data out register to send data for adjacent PEs(Up/ Down/Left/ Right) 
Embedded SRAM: embedded SRAM (word-length: 4-bit, address: 0-15) 
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1.3 S-PE function 
Table 1.1 : S-PE functions 
Function Mnemonics 
A and B AND 
AorB OR 
nolA NOT 




A comp B COMP 










15 12 J 11 10 
SRAM Selection Register 
Selection 
Figure 1.2: S-PE instruction format 
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Figure 1.3: S-PE block diagram {Input/Output Pin Description) 
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0\' J 31) 
Ap1>~ndix IJ. 
1.6 Data-path Architecture of S-PE 
Instruction from ICS muxACtl [ :OJ 
Data Bus from adjacen 
Input Data B 
(dlnBus) 










" 0 Q. 
~ 
~ 
Bus Output Data 
(doutBus) 
























r+ Register <( 
V 
ah Ctl 
2:0 l J rwRe gEn 
Figure 1.4: Data-path architecture of S-PE 
1.7 S-PE Operation Flow 
Begin 
Instruction Fetch 
(Instruction from ICS) 
Instruction Decoding 
( 1) Input operands select 
(2) ALU Operation select 
(3) ALU output result store select 
Execute 
End 
Figure 1.5: S-PE operation flow 
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Figure 1.6: SystemC file structure of S-PE 
1.9 SystemC Codes for S-PE 
See Appendix C 
1.10 Output Waveform 
f GTK\V~vo · C:\SystcmC\JIJ-SoUChip\SP[\spe_wa.;;; , vcd - . • - - ~11Ql 
File Edit Search lime Markers View Help 
D loaded successfully. 
[371 facilities found. 
[49851 regions Found. 
Signals --· .. , I Waves 
Time 111 SystemC.clock =· 
[
Zoom --- Page Fetch [Disc , Shift 
~~,._I +-1..±J +-11 +-I 
~J!!!l!!l~' -+ I .... :±.J I -+ I ::-:J, 
From:!O sec 
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SystemC. d0own[3 OJ : 1! 




SystemC.dOut[3:DI=! \$1 lsJ \s2 Isa lsi Is? \$1 lsJ 
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I 
I 
Figure 1.7: Top level simulation result of S-PE 
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Accumulator / Subtractor 





Figure 1.8: Processing Accelerator-PE architecture 
1.12 System Components 
• MUX A, MUX B : input operand selection 






Multiplier : a signed 4-bit scalable parallel/parallel multiplier 
Accumulator/Subtractor : to enable MAC, MAS operations within one clock cycle . 
8-bit Barrel shifter 
Registers : 4 sets of registers . 
Embedded SRAM: embedded SRAM (word-length: 4-bit, address :0-15) 
1.13 PA-PE Functions 
Table 1.2.PA-PE functions 
Function Mnemonics 
AxB PAMUL 
Ax B + out(t) MAC 
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AX B -out(!) MAS 
Logical Shift Lefl LSL 
Logical Shift Right LSR 
Arithmetic Shift Righi. ASR 
Rotate ROR 
IAl(Absolute value) ABS 
1.14 PA-PE Instruction Format 
18 17 16 15 12 11 JO 9 1 8 
WS_cn/ 
RS_cn 
SRAM SRAM Selection Register DoulR PA-PE_OP MUX_B MUX_A 
RR_m en Selection QI 
Figure 1.9: PA-PE in truction format 















Figure 1.10: PA-PE block diagram (Input/Output Pin Description) 
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1.16 Data-path Architecture of PA-PE 
Instruction from ICS muxACtl I :OJ 
Data Bus from adjacen 
Input Data B 
(din Bus) 















us Output Data B 
(doutBus) 



















~ ,_J_ I'._ 
~ vi ~ 
.~<C -;;;~ 
... :::;: Accum ~ .. 
.!:u ~ I .. ~~ Sub 






S I sramSel reg e 130] [l ·OJ 
~ Register Embedded 
SRAM 
rwRegEn rwSEn sramEn 
Figure 1.11: Data-path architecture of PA-PE 
1.17 PA-PE Operation Flow 
Begin 
Instruction Fetch 
(Instruction from ICS) 
Instruction Decoding 
(1) Input operands select 
(2) ALU Operation select 
(3) ALU output result store select 
Execute 
End 
Figure 1.12: PA-PE operation flow 
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Figure 1.13: SystemC file structure of PA-PE 
1.19 SystemC Codes for PA-PE 
See Appendix C. 
1.20 Output Waveform 
l"-Gll\Wave - C;\Syi;tcmCl3D SoftChiplPAP£_V1\papc_wavc.vcd ----- - .. - --- ~§ X 
File Edit Search Time Matkers View Help 
,CO loaded successfully. 
36] facilities found 

















SystemC.dRightfJ OJ=!' ,~::::::::::::::=::;::::====================================· SystemC dUpf3 OJ=!1 
sn 1s 1 
sn 1s1 IS? 
SystemC.dDown(3 OJ=' 
SystemC muxAOut{3.0J = 1 






)Sl )S2 )s1 )so )s1 )s2 )si 
l$l )$2 )s1 )so )51 )s2 )s1 
SystemC.s_aluOut(3 OJ=: ls2 lu lsJ )so lsz )s1 so )s1 ls3 ls4 )so )S2 \so )ss 1s1 
SystemCsramOataJ3·0J=11 1---------------------------l~s 
SystemC. dou1Bus!3.0J =! SX IS i IS2 ISi IS3 
SystemC.dOut[3.0J =! so 1$1 IS2 ls1 IS3 
SystemC.d0utadjPE[3 OJ=:/1 _,,s.,._n _______________________________________ _ 
.-,,-----.---.,,.-J .... J,------.---=-==--.....::.--_;_-====-.....::.------=----==------=-------~ 
Figure 1.14: Top level simulation of PA-PE 
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2 ICS(lntelligent Configurable Switch) Chip 
2.1 ICS_RISC (32-bit Dedicated RISC Control Processor) 
: fns,truction ' 
• AddrMs Instruction Data <31 :0> Loop Buffer 







(32 X 32 bit) 
1/ 0 Unit 
Instruction Register 




Figure 2. 1: Overall architecture oflCS_RISC 









Conrrol Unit Data Memory (ICS/CAP) 
Figure 2.2: Detailed ICS_RISC Architecture 
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Special Features (ICS_RISC) 
Harvard architecture, 3 Stage Pipelined architecture(Fetch, Decode, Execute) 
Memory access, during the execution stage, is done by load/store instructions only 
All operations except load/store, PE and OMA operations, are register-to-register within 
the ICS RISC 
Single-cycle instrnction execution 
System Components (ICS_RISC) 
Program Counter: 32th GPR is a program counter 
Loop Buffer : 16 x 32-bit buffer to generate instruction address for iterative characteristic 
instructions 
Register file(General Purpose Register) : 32 x 32-bit general purpose register 
Status Register: 4 kinds of flags (N: Negative/ Less Than, Z: Zero, C: Carry/ Borrow, V: 
Overflow) 
Instruction Register: Instruction decoder for ALU and Control Unit 
ALU & Control Unit: It is consist of ALU, Shifter, Multiplier 
I/0 Unit: 32·bit Data input/output register (dlnReg, dOutReg) 
ICS RISC Functions 
See Appendix A 
ICS _RISC Block Diagram (Input/Output Pin Description) 
!CS.RISC 
l0ata[31:0) 1Addr!31 :OJ 
dAddr[3J:0] 
Reset dDataJ31 :OJ 
Clock 
Figure 2.3: ICS_RISC Block Diagra.n (Input/Output Pin Description) 
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D- oftC 
2.7 UnitlCS Block Diagram (Input/Output Pin Description) 
ICS_RISC 1Addr[31 :OJ 
iData[31 :OJ 1Data[31 :OJ 
Data Frame 
dData[31 :OJ Buffer Reset 
dData[31 :OJ 
T dAddr[31 :OJ 
Clock 
> 
DMA Control DMA Controller 
Figure 2.4: UnitICS Block Diagram (Input/Output Pin Description) 
2.8 Three-stage Pipeline Architecture (ICS_RJSC) 
I FETCH DECODE EXECUTE 
FETCH DECODE EXECUTE 
FETCH DECODE 
Figure 2.5: Three-stage Pipeline Architecture (ICS_RISC) 
2.9 Register Architecture (ICS_RISC) 

















31 2827 0 
j N[ Z [ C j V [(Reserved)! 
N : Negatrve / Less Than 
Z : Zero 
C : Carry / Borrow 
V : Overflow 
Figure 2.6: Register Architecture (ICS_RISC) 





2.10 Data-path Architecture ofICS_RISC 














-E-.i lncrementor ~ ~ .. -~ .::: :::, :.: C. 
-
dOulReg • dlnReg >-GPR _, >- V, >- E >-<( ~ :J I .. ::E. 
-I SL11ue ~eg .... ., 
.... 
.... V ' l "" V 
re SEn opAldx opllldx Imm aluCtl shlftCtl dOut En dinEn 
rdAEn rdBEn rdlEn 
Figure 2.7: Data-path architecture of rcs_RISC 
2.11 SystemC File Structure 




Figure 2.8 : SysternC fi le structure of ICS_RISC 
2.12 Sy temC Modeling of Data-path Architecture of ICS_RISC 
System Components: (l) Program Counter, (2) Status Register, (3) Loop Buffer, (4) 
General Purpo.e Register, (5) ALU, (6) Barrel Shifter, (7) Multiplier, (8) Data Input 
Register (9) Data Output Register 
• Program Counter (PC) 
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f GW,WaV\! C:\SyslcmC\30 SortChlp\HSnlCS_ TESnpc_modiflcd\wavc.vcd ~@~ 
FIie Edit S9arch nme Marker5 YlflN Help 
CO loaded successfully. 
1111 facilit1ss found 
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SystemC.IAddrOut= I 
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SystemC. iAddr[31 OJ=· ~!3=!=4 =:!5~::::1~2:::j3~j4=:j~s=l=6 :=l7~la=!~10~==::::;::=========l9:::::=l+::::l::::+:::!+:::::=l+:::::1~1=0 ======= 
SystcmC. dAddrl31 .0J =· 
Figure 2.9: Output waveform of PC 
• Status Register 
t Gll<Walll! . C:15~tcmC\3D-SottChip\lfSn1cs_nSTur-ve1llied\s1_w.ive.11t:d Q@rgJ 
File Edtl Search Time Markers View Help 
CD loaded successfully . 
191 facihltes found. 
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!%0101 
Figure 2.10: Output waveform of Status Register 
• Loop Buffer (LB) 
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File Edit Search nme Markers View Help 
VCO loaded s uccessfu lly. 
[7) facilittes found . 
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Figure 2.11: Output waveform of Loop Buffer 
• General Purpose Register (GPR) 
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File Edit Search Time Markers View Help 
CO loaded successfully. 
J11 I facm1ies found. 
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SystemC-wbDataJ31.0) $QQOQQQ+ I+ I+ I+ I+ I+ !+ I+ lsoooooaoe 
SystemC.rdAJd,f4 '01 SOO I+ I+ It ISQ4 
SystemC.rdAOEn 
From·ID SBC 
To· 1995 ns 
I+ I+ I+ I+ I+ I+ I+ I+ ISOQD00000 





SystemC,rdAOataf31 .OJ "'so,..,.o,.,ooe..o.,.,oo"'-o --------""l+_..,l+uli.+ ..,ls-";oo:=a~ao::::00=4=::::----------'l"-'sou.o+ul+,:...l,i+..i,l+ul"'so':!'.0~00~00~0~4 =:----' 
SystemC rdBOEn 
SystemC.rd81dxf4·0J =·~oo=============I=+ :::l•::;lt:::!::l+::!:IS:!lF:=============!:l+'::l::::t:::lt::;lt:::;::1$1::f== 
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Sys1emC.pcJ31 OJ ~•=PP~QQ=P~QQ=Q ____ ~ls~O~PP=O~PP~Pi~--------------~<»~------------
..J 
Figure 2.12: Output waveform of Register File 
• ALU 
Table2. l: ALU Functions 
Opcodes Mnemonics Description (Immediate) Description (Register) 
0 0 0 0 MOVA Rd = Immediate Rd=Rsl 
0 0 0 l MOVB Rd= Immecliate Rd =Rs2 
0 0 l 0 AND Rd = Rd & Immediate Rd= Rsl & Rs2 
0 0 l l OR Rd= Rd \ Immediate Rd= Rsl IR 2 
0 l 0 0 XOR Rd = Rd A Immediate Rd=Rsl A Rs2 
















SystemC.aluAJnl31 .0J =I 
















-SoftC • p 
Rd = - Immediate 
Rd = Rsl + Immediate 
Rd = Rs 1 - Immediate 
Compare Rs l and Immediate 
Status Register= Immediate 
NIA 
Zoom . Paga Felch ~ Disc Shift 
~.!!:t!l~ ~ I ~ ....tJ ~ I 
~~_-+l~i -+I -+I 
28 ns (2 ns 
Rd= -Rsl 
Rd=Rsl+Rs2 
Rd= Rsl -Rs2 
Compare Rs 1 and Rs2 
Status Register= Rsl 
Rs 1 = Status Regi ter 
From jo sec 






SystemC a\uCtl[3oOJ=! :::s=;::=====~======·======~=====:=• ======~====== 
Syst1mC.condFta9{3:0J =' l~popo 1~0100 j;:0000 
SystemC.aluOut{3tOJ=: ~$Q~+=1•-PO~P-PP-PQ-4 __ ~Js~PP~P-PO=Oo-s~-~1•~PP~O~PO~P-PO~-~is~P~PP~PO~O~PE~-------~l=SE~Ff~Ff~FE~5--
Figure 2.13: Output waveform of ALU 
• 32bitBarrel Shifter 
Table2.2: Shifter Functions 
Shift Mnemonics Description 
0 0 0 LSL Shift Left 
0 0 1 LSR Shift Right 
0 l 0 ASR Arithmetic Shift Right 
0 l l ROT Rotate 
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Figure 2.14: Output waveform of32-bit Barrel Shifter 
32 x 32 Signed Multiplier 
r GTKWave . C:\Sr.<temC\30-SallChlp\ll5l\JCS""ulliplie~\mut=~"~a~vt:d - - - ~@!'RI 
FIie Ed~ Search nme Markers View Help 
CO loaded successfully. 
(5] racilit1es found. 
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To 1995 ns 
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Figure 2.15: Output waveform of Signed 32 x 32 Multiplier 
• Data Input Register 
• Data Output Register 
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Sy•lemC dOulCII =( 
Sys! emC lbEn =I 
SystemC lbRWEn ,; 
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SyslemC.zFlag ,a 
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Sy•temC dAddi(31 ·0J=! ' I i~'~nmnj]ino======================================= SyslemC,d0ut(  ·0J , ~ 
add 
Figure 2.16: Output waveform of top module in data-path architecture 
2.13 Control Architecture of!CS_RISC 
• Fetch Unit : Fetch the instructions 
• Decoder Unit 
decode 
output 
load 0010101 XX)()( 
Figure 2.17: Instruction Decoding (1) 




inst 1 0 Rs Rd 




Figure 2.18: Instruction Decoding (2) 
Table 2.3: Instruction ID for Instruction Decoding 
Instruction ID Instruction[31 :25J Description 
INST_ALU1S 000/0000 ALU Immediate (1 Inst. Word) 
INST_ALUIL 000/0001 ALU Immediate (2 lost. Word) 
INST_ALUR 000/0010 ALU Register 
INST_ALULB 000/0011 ALU Loop Buffer Addressing 
INST_SHRO 001/0100 Shift I Rotate 
INST_LOAD 001/0101 Load 
INST_STORE 001/0110 Store 
INST_BRANCH 001/0111 Branch 
INST_PECON 010/1000 PE Control 
INST_DMA lxx/xxxx DMAControl 
INST_MUL 011/1111 Multiply 
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Figure 2. 19: Output waveform of Instruction Decoding 
• Execute Unit 
Table 2.4: Control Signal according to the Instruction 
I ostruction ALU Op. ALU Out Shifter Out Mui.Out Operand A Operand B 
ALU Immediate Op Code Enable Disable Disable Rd Immediate 
(l lnst. Word) (4,8,16bit) 
ALU [mmediate Op Code Enable Disable Disable Rd Immediate 
(2 Inst. Word) (32bit) 
ALU Register Op Code Enable Disable Disable Rsl Rs2 
ALULBAddr. Op Code Enable Disable Disable R l Rs2 
Shift/ Rotate Don't Care Disable Enable Disable Rb (Rsl) ShiftAmt 
Load MOY Disable Disable Disable Rb (Rsl) Don ' t Care 
Store MOY Disable Disable Disable Rb (Rsl) Rd 
Branch ADD Enable Disable Disable PC Immediate 
PE Control Don't Care Disable Disable Di able Don't Care Don't Care 
DMAControl Don't Care Disable Disable Disable Don't Care Don't Care 
Multiply Don't Care Disable Disable Enable Rsl Rs2 
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SystemC opcode!3 OJ 
• 
SyslemC.1h1ft!2.0J 
SyslemC rs11dXl4 OJ 
Sy.temC,rs21d,!4 OJ 
SyslemC.rdldxl4:0J I 










SyslemC opAldxl4 01 
SyslemC.op81dxl4 01 
SyslemC.rdAOEn 
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SyslemC dinCII 
---------------------------------------~' :I 
I SystemC, dOutCtl SystamC.sh,ftAmtl4 01 0 
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Figure 2.20: Output waveform of Instruction Execution 















Figure2.22: Modified Pipeline Register Architecture (High- peed) 





• Pipeline Control ( reset, flush and refill) 
address ~I _N_+_1 ~--N+_2 _ _,___N_+_3_-'--_N_+_4 ~c....__N_+s _ _.__Ds_r _ _.___Ds_r_+ 1_-'--D_ST_+_2~c...._D_ST_+_3__, 
MOV 
ADD 
I Fetch Decode 
Fetch 










Figure2.23: Branch Instruction Execution 
2.14 Top-level Simulation Result of ICS_RISC 
• Simple Program for Verification 
0000/0000 //MOV RO, #0 
0001/0001 //MOY Rl, #1 
0002/0002 //MOV R2, #2 
0003/0003 //MOV R3, #3 
0004/0004 //MOV R4, #4 
0005/0005 //MOV RS, #5 
0006/0006 //MOV R6, #6 
0007/0007 //MOV R7, #7 
0408/0000 //MOV R8, RO 
0409/0020 //MOV R9, Rl 
040A/0040 //MOV RIO, R2 
040B/0060 //MOV Rll , R3 
040C/0080 //MOY Rl2, R4 
040D/OOAO //MOV Rl3, R5 
040E/OOCO //MOV Rl4, R6 
040F/OOEO //MOV Rl5, R7 
0450/4280 //AND Rl6, R8&R9 
0471/52CO //OR Rl7 RIO I Rll 
0492/6340 //XOR Rl8, Rl2 "Rl3 
04D3/6B80 //ADD Rl9, Rl4 + Rl5 
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Decode Execute 
Fetch Decode Execute 
//Simple Loop Program 
//End 
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04F4/6B80 //SUB R20, Rl4-Rl5 //End 
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SystemC.alu0u1(31 :0J =! soooooooo ISO+ ISO+ )so+ ISO+ ISO+ lsoooooooo 
SystemC.iAddrl31 :0J=1 lso+ lso+ )so+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ lso+ )so+ lso+ lso+ )so+ )so+ )so+ )so+ lso+ )so+ lso+ lso+ Is 
1, ........ __ __. 
Figure2.24: Top level Simulation Result of ICS_RISC 





















Pt•ess <>ny ke y to continue. 
D 
Figure2.25: Instruction Index 




3. l SystemC File Structure 
reset 
-









Figure3.l: SystemC file structure ofUnitChip 
3.2 Top-level Simulation Result of UnitChlp 
f GfKW.we C:\Sy.temC\30 SoftChlp\HST_ICS\ICS_Jll~C ,im\wavc.vcd ~&J-
File Edit Sea,ch Time Msri<ers View Help 
;VliO loaded successfully 
[491 facilitoos found. 












SyS!emC. IAdd~31 .0J 
SySlemC.PE1_dOutJ3 OJ 
SymmC PE2_d0U1(3 Of 
SyslemC.PE3 _ dOut[3.0J 
Waves 
102 ns 136 AS J70 ns 
From Jo sec 







Iii 1,0001+ 1,0002+ 1so,oe+ 1,0,02+ 1,0,oAt 1so10Bt 1,0,oe+ 1,0,00+ 1,wi. 1so1of+ 1,0450+ 1,0111+ 1,0,22, 1,omJ, !•Plf•• 1·11.ilJ 
i, I sos 1so6 lsoz IHB lsoo lso1 lso2 lto3 lsoA lsoB Ison lsoe: __ 
j ! so, lsoo • !sos lsoa Isac Ison ... 
'! 1cs RISC operations=-=- ..,: , 
! 
I isos lso6 lsoz lsoe lso2 ls:01 lsoe !soc lton tg,or; lsor Ism lsu ls12 lsP =.JnL I lso,n+ !,on1" §:dojp3;Jiij:ij 
so+ lsoooo+ lsoooo+ /soooo+ lsoooo+ lsoooo+ lsoooo+ lsoooo+ lsoooo+ lsoooo~ lsoooo+ 1suuttY::r ~Vz-th /,uuoot lsoooot lsoooo+ I 
11 sn IS7 $0 JS3 ISO 
so ~.,, lso lu. 1st !so 
SyslemC.PE4_dOU1(3 OJ .·o PF l )petatloOS::::-.. ISB lso lss 1$9 lsg 
SyslemC.PE5_dOull3·0J !! :---;;: ._ [u Is? Isa Is? ,,< 
SystemC.PE6_d0ul[3 OJ =·~·============================IS~l==*-":;:c===!=ls~B==I•':::::== 
Sy.,amC.PE7 _dOUlf3 .0J ! sn [u 1§9 [•g 
SysremC.PEB_dOul[3'0J ;,= .. ~=======================:l~SS:~=;:1$;;7======:::;:;:ls'r·= == 
SyslamC.PE9_d0ul(3.0J i =·="=====================:==l~sz==;:====="ls=s==!=ls•;:·=== 
Syo1omC.PE10_~0U1(3:0J ii =·="========================;:::;:::=:;1$~9==*.ls~j=====::'ls:~== 
SyslemC PE11_dOutJ3.0J Iii, · •. ·. lse lsc IS) ISO I« 
SyslamC.PE12_d0Ulf3.01 ="~'======================-=:l~sz;::::=::ls~B==*.ls~z===!=IS~l=·~l$~B === 
SystamC.PE13_dOulf3'01 ;,:i~~~~=======================-l'.=S9~=;1~ss~=::IS~o===IS~B=-..:=*.ls~z=== 
SyslemC.PE1•_d0uli3·0J , ,~·~·=======================;;·C;,:-==;l~so:==;:;;:==~==*.JS:;6=== 
SyS1emC.PE15_d0UIJ3:0J IJ 1:='="=======================!":="=...;ls~•==::IS::"O-=:,::::;:IS=9=::::!=ls;:E=== I SystamC PE16_d0ulf3:0J I' •• I<> r.o '" "" 'L====:::i:;:f·l ...,..._-,--________________________________ _ 
1-.r - -,tl'J_ --' - ,, 
Figure3.2: Top-level Simulation Result ofUnitChip 
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3D-Sof'tChip 
A Noni JI) \'crlitnlly Jnh:~nikd ,\tlaplin.• Compuling System 
A1mend b .. B-1-Iigh-lt'n•J \ lodt•ling ol' .m-Sol't( 'hip lJsing s,·sh.1111(: 
References for the ICS_RISC 
[I] Yeong-don Bae, "Basic Microprocessor Design", http://www.donny.co.kr 
[2] Yap Zi He, "Building A RISC Microcontroller in an FPGA", 
http:/lwww.opencores.org/projects/riscmcu 
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• iReg: Instruction Rl'g for Standard-PE(header file for iReg) 
* Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KlM, All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@studenLecu.edu.au) 
• File name: iReg.b 
* Revision history: Version! 









































* iReg: Instruction Reg for Standard-PE(source file for iReg) 
* Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@studenLecu.edu.au) 
• File name: iReg.cpp 
* Revision history : Versionl 
* Date: 17/1/2005 
., 
#include "iRcg.h" 
void iRcg::do Reg() { 
c_uint<19> tmp_inst; 








//S-PE operation set 
//data-out reg ctl 
//internal reg seJ 
//SRAMsel 
//SRAM enable signal 
/fmtcrnal reg read/write signal 
//SRAM read/write enable.signal 













= tmp_ inst.range{8,6); 
= tmp_inst.rangc(5,3); 
= tmp_insLrange(2,0); 
• Mux: Mux for Standard-PE(hender file for Mux) 
* Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM1 All right reserved 
* Author: Chui KIM(ckirn@studenLecu.edu.au) 
• File name: mux.b 
* Revi ion history: Versioul 

























ompu mo- Syst m 
//mux ctl input 
I/input data 
I/data from internal Reg 
I/data from adjuccnt PE(frorn left PE) 
I/data from adjacent PE(from right PE) 
//data from adjacent PE(from up ide PE)· 
I/data from adjacent J>E(from dowmidc PE); 
I/data request for internal register 








• Mux: Mux for Standard-PE(source file for Mme) 
* Copyrigbt(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right reserved 
* Author: Chui KIM(ckim@student.ccu.edu.au) 
• File name: mux.cpp 
* Revision hi tory : Version! 
• Date: 17/1/2005 
., 
#include ''mux.h" 
void mux::do_mu.,:Q { 
switch (muxCtl.readO) { 
} 
cuse 0: muxOut = dln; 
case 1: muxOut = dReg; 
case 2: muxOut = dLcft; 
case 3: muxOut = dl{igbt; 
case 4: mm,Out = dUp; 
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• SPE: Standard-PE for CAP(ConflgurablcArray Processor)(heoder file for SPE) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,AU rlght reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@5tudent.crn.edu.au) 
• FUc name: spe.h 
• Revision hl5tory: Version! 












//temp signal for Instruction 
sc_signal<Sc_ulnkl 9> > 
clock; 
r1!5el; 
lnstlCS; //Instruction Input from ICS 
din, dLcft, dRight, dUp, dDown; //data Inputs 
dOut; //data output 
dOutadJPE; //data output for adjacent PEs 
sJnst; 
//temp signals from iReg(Jnstructlon Decoder) 
sc_signal<SC_uinl<l> >s_muxACII; 
sc_slgnal<.SC_uinkJ> > s_muxBCU; 
sc_signal<.SC_uinkJ> > s_sopScl; 
sc_slgnal<bool> s_doulRCtl; 
sc_signa!<Sc_uint<l;,,;,, s_regScl; 




1/lemp signals for mux In/output and ALU Inputs 
sc_slgnal<Sc_uink4> ;,,s_.Jln, s_dLdt, s_dRight, s_dUp, s_dDoll'n; 
sc_slgnal<Sc_uink4> ;,,dRcgOutA;Hrq; out formuxA Input 
sc_slgnal<!!ic_ulnk4> :,dRegOutB;f/reg out for muxB input 
sc_signal<SC_uint<:4> ;,,muxAOut; 
sc_signal<St_uink4> >nmxBOut; 
sc_~lgnal<bool> dRcqA, dRcqB; (!data request ror register 
/!temp signal for ALU output 
sc_signal<SC_uink4> ;,,aiuOut; 
//temp signal for internal register 
5':_signal<Sc_ulnk4> ;,,regln; 
sc_signal<.SC_uink4> ;,,tmpl, tmp2, tmpJ, tmp4; 
sc_signal<SC_uink4> ;,,rt-gOut; 
lflcmp signals for SRA!'.~ 
sc_slgnal_n<4> sramData; 
sc_lv,;,1:,. ramData[I6]; 
//lcmp signal for output data bus 
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scnsitivc_pos << clock; 






























sensitive<< clock<< muxAOul « muxBOut « s_sopSel << s_nl'RegEn; 
SC_METIIOD(do_n-g); 
sens!Uve <<clock<< s_rcgSd << s_rwRcgEn << regln << dRcqA << dReqB; 
SC_METIIOD(do_srum); 
sensitive<< dock<< s_rwSEn « s_sramEn << s_sramSel << regln << sramData; 
SC_METIIOD(do_doutReg); 





d Ou t.inltializc( O ); 
dOutadjPE.lnltl.nlizc(O); 
ror (int i=O; 1<16; i++) ramData[ll="XXXX"; 
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• SPE: Standard-PE ror CAP(Configurablc Array l'Toccssor)(sourcc file for SPE) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,AII right reo;ened 
• Author: Chui KIJ\.f(ck.lm@studcnt.cm.edu.11u) 
• FUe name: spe.epp 
• Revision history: Version I 




void spe::do_latch() I 















#define comp(a,b) (((a)>(b))?l: (((a)=(b))?O: •I)) I/comparator 




un.~igncd short rcsult=O; 
unsigned short result; 
unsigned short srd=muxAOut.read(); 
unsigned short srcl=muxBOut.rcad(); 
switch(s_sopSel.rcad()) l 
a,se 0: rtsult = srcl & m:2; 
case 1: ll$llll = srd I src2; 
case 2: result= -srd; 
case 3: ll$lllt = srcl "src2; 
case 4: =ult= srcl + m:2; 
case 5: ll$ll\t = srcl - src2; 
case 6: result= srcl • src2; 





// Internal Register 
void spc::do_reg() I 
if(s_rwRegEn) I ffread operation 
switch (s_rcgSe!.rcnd()) I 
case 0: regOut.writc(tmpl); 
case I: reg0ut.writc(tmp2); 
case 2: reg0ut.wrlte(tmp3); 




I else f 
dRegOulA = regOut; 
doutBus = sc_lv<4> (regOut); 
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//SRAM 
void spe::do_sram() { 
lf(dReqB) { 
I else! 
dRegOutB = rcgOul; 
doutBus = sc_lv<4> (rcgOut); 
dOut = sc_ulnt<4> (doutBus); 
f/wrilc opcraUon 
switch (s_regScl.read()) { 
case 0: tmpl = rcgln; 
case 1: tmp2 = reg In; 
case 2: tmp3 = reg In; 
case 3: tmp4 = reg In; 
default: 
If (s_sramEn) I 
if (s_rwSEn) { //read opcratlun 
sramData.write{ramDatll[s_sramScl.read{)]); 
doutBus = sramData; 






If dOul = sc_ulnt<4> (doutBw); If •• dOut has a dummy value(#F) 
} else { I/write operation 
J else{ 
sramData= sc_lv<4> (rcgln); 
ramData{s_sramSd.read()] = snnnData; 
sramData = "ZZZZ"; 
II Data oulput register 
void spc::do_doutRcg() { 
If (s_doutRCtl) I 
dOutadjPE = sc_ulnt<4> (doutBw); 
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• !Reg: Instruction Reg for Pro«sslngAccclcrator•Pl-:{hcadcr l'ilc for !Reg) 
• Copyrighl(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right rescned 
• Author: Chui KJM(dtlm@studcnLccu.cdu.au) 
• File 1111DU': lReg.h 
• Rcrision hbtory: Vcri;lonl 









































• IReg: Instruction Reg for ProccsslngAcrelerator•PE(soun:e me ror !Reg) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KI!'tf(cklm@studenLccn.edu.au) 
•Filename: IReg.cpp 
• Revi5lon history: Version! 
• Date: 2911/2005 
., 
#Include "IReg.h" 
void !Reg::do_!Reg() { 
sc_;.,lt11<19> tmpJnsl; 























/IS-PE operation sci 
//data-out reg ell 
//Jnte"1al reg sci 
//SRAM sci 
f/SRAM enable signal 
f/internal reg n:ad/wrlte signal 
//SRAM read/write enable signal 
125 
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,\ No\"el 31) \'crtkally l 11lt·g1·Hll'd ,\dapth t' Computing Syslc1 1 • 
•. \ J wmlh: C-SY.~(PlllC Cotks 
,. 
• Mux: Mux for ProcessingAccelcrator•l'E(hcadcr file for Mux) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right n:scrvcd 
• Author: Chui KIM{ckim@studcnt.ccu.cdu.au) 
• File name: nmx.h 
• Revision history: Version! 

























//mux ttl input 
//input data 
/I data from internal Reg 
I/data rrom adjacent PE(from !en PE) 
//data from ndjaccul PE(from right PE) 
f/data from adjacent PE(from upside PE); 
//data from adjaccnt PE(Crom downside PE); 
//data request ror internal register 







• Mux: Mux for ProccssingAccdcrator-PE(sourcc file for Mux) 
• Cop)Tight(c) 2005 by Cbul KIM, All right resened 
• Author: Clml K™(cklm@studcnt.ccu.edu.au) 
• Filt n::me: mu1up11 
• Revision history: Vcrsionl 
• Date: 29/1/2005 
., 
#include "mux.h" 
void mux::do_mux() I 
switch (muxCtl.rcad()) { 
,. 
case 0: muxOut" din; 
case 1: muxOut ="dRcg; 
case 2: muxOul = dLeft; 
case J: muxOut = dlUght; 
case 4: muxOut" dUp; 








• ALU: ALU ror Processing Accelcralor-PE(headcr fifo for ALU) 
• Cop)Tight(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KThl{cklm@student.ccu.cdu.au) 
• FIie n:nnc: alu.h 
• Revision history: Verrlonl 
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• ALU: ALU for ProcessingAccelcrator-PE(source file !or ALU) 
• Copyright(() 2005 by Chui KIM,AU right reservl.'d 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@stud~nt.ccu.cdu.au) 
• File llllllle: alu.epp 
• Revision history: Version! 
• Date: 29/l/2005 
., 
#include "alu,h" 
1/#dcflne l\L\C(A,B,P) (((A)•(B))+(P)) //m:ic 
//#•lcfinc MAS(A,D,P) (((A)•(B))·(P)) /fmas 
//#define //arr.when the data-type Is signed, II should be modllied 
#define ROR(A) ((((A&Ox.Of)&Oxl)?(((A&Ox.Ol)»Ox.t)!Ox.8):(A&Ox.Of)>>llxl)&Oi:Of)/frotate 
#define ABS{A) ({(A&OxOf)<Ox.0?(-I •(A&OxOO):(A&Ox.OO)&OxOf) //abs 
void alu::do_olu() { 
se_uint<4> rei;u\l,srcl,src2,tmp,mu1Tmp; 
srcl = aluAin.read(); 
/ftemp signals 
src2 = aluBln.rcad(); 
switch (aluCU.read()) { 
case 0: result= sn:I•src2; 
case 1: mulTmp = srcl•sn:2; 
re.ult= mulTmp + sc_uint<4> (rcgTmpJ; 
case 2: mu IT mp= srcl•sn:2; 
result= mulTmp • sc_uint.:4> (regTmp); 
caseJ: rcsult=sn:l<<I; 
case4: rt>Sult=sn:l>>I; 
//when the data-type is signed, It should be nmdified(asr) 
case 5: result= sn:l>>I; 
case 6: result= ROR(srcl); 
/fwhcn lhc data.type Is signed, It can be applled(abs) 






rq:Tmp.writc{tmp); /fdcfined In the header file, signal for Test 
//sc_out<.Sc_ulnt4> > rcgTmp; 





















A \'on:I ~'I> Yertkally h1h·gr;1!l'd .\clapli\'l' Cornputilig S)·~km 
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• PAPE: Processiug Accckrator•PE ror CAP(hcadcr fllc for PAPE) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right rmrved 
• AuUmr: Chui KIM(ckim@studcnt.ccu.edu.ouJ 
• I<'ile name: papc.h 
• Revision history: Vcrsionl 

















lnslICS; f/imtruction Input from ICS 
din, dLefi, dRlght, dUp, dDown; //data Inputs 
dOut; I/data output 
dOutadJPE; fldata output ror ndjacent PEs 
s)nst; 
//temp signals from lRcg(lnstruction Decoder) 
sc_signaksc_uint<3> >s_muxACtl; 
sc_slgnal<Sl:_uint<3> > s_muxDCtl; 
sc_signal<sc_ulnt<h > s_sopSel; 
sc_slgnal<bool> s_doutRCtl; 
sc_signal<sc_uint<2> > s_regScl; 




//temp signals for mux In/output and ALU lnpuls 
sc_signal<Sl:_uink4> >s_dln, s_dLcft, s_dRlght, s_dUp, s_dDown; 
sc_signaksc_uint<•b :,dRcgOulA;l/n.-g oul for muxA input 
sc_slgmtksc_uint<:4> >dRegOutll;l/reg out for muxD Input 
sc_slgnaksc_uint<:4> >rnu~\Out; 
sc_signaksc_uint<:4> >muxllOut; 
sc_signal<booi> dRcqA, dRcqB; /fdata request for register 
I/temp signal for ALU output 
sc_slgnal<Sl:_uink4> >s_aluOut; 
sc_signal<Sl:_uint<:4> >S_rcgTmp; 
lltcmp signal for internal register 
sc_signaksc_ulnt<:4> >s_rcgln; 
sc_slgnaksc_uint<:4> >tmpl, tmp2, tmp3, trnp4; 
sc_signa\c:sc_ulnt<:4> >rcgOut; 
//temp slgnals for SRAM 
sc_slgnal_n<4> sramData; 
sc_lv<4> ramData[l6]; 
//temp signal for output data bus 
JI sc_signalc:sc_ulnl<4> >doutDus; 













A Non•l 31> \'ertkally lntl'~1·atl'd .\daplin· Co111putin:,.: System 






























muxA=ncw mux("mu ,."); 
















sensith·c_pos << clock; 




I Reg I ->rcgScl(s_ngSel); 
I Reg I •>sramEn(s_srumEn); 



























sensitive<< clock« s_rcgScl << s_rwRcgEn « s_rcgln « dReqA << dReqB; 
SC_METIIOD(do_sram); 
scnslthc <<clock« s_rwSEn << s_sramEn << s_sram.Sel << s_.-cgln << sramDala; 
SC_METIIOD(do_doutRcg); 




ror (int l=O; 1<16; i++J ramDataJIJ=''XXXX"; 
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• PAPE: ProcesslngAccckrator-PE for CAP(souri:c file for PAPE) 
• Copyr:lght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All rlghl reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@studcnt.ccu.cdu.au) 
•Filename: papc.cpp 
• Revision history: Ven.ion! 




void papc::do_latch() I 







I else f 
// Internal Rl:gl.stcr 
void papc::do_reg() I 
s _iost.writc(imtlCS.rcad()); 





if(sJwRcgEn) { //read operation 
switch (s_regSd.rrod()) I 
cast O: rtgOut.wrllt(lmplJ; 
case I: rtg0utwrltt(lmp2); 
cast 2: rL110ut.11ritc(tmpl); 








lf(dReqA) I I/output control 
1/SRAM 
dRL110U!A: rt>gOut; 
doulUtu = sc_h·d> (rt.'jtOut); 




dRL110utB = rt>gOul; 
doutnus" sc_lv<4> (rtgOut); 
dOut = sculnt<4> (doutBus); 
I else if (l_rwRegEn=:0) I llwritc opc:ratlon 
switch (s_rL11Scl.rcad()) I 
ca . ...: 0: tmpl : s_n.-gln; 
case 1: lrnp2 = s_rcgln; 
ca.w l: lmpJ: s_rcgln; 
ca.'iC l: Imp.a= s_rcgln; 
default: 
void pape::do_sram() { 
If (s_sramEn) { 
if(s_rwSEn) I //read opc:ra1ion 
srarnData.write(ranillala(s_sramSd.rcad() ]); 
doutBus = sraml)ata; 






If dOut = sc_ulnt<4> (dou!Bus); fl •• dOul has a dununy value(#!') 
) else I //write operation 
sramData= sc_lv<4> (s_regln); 
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ramData[s_sramScl.rt'ad() J = sramData; 
I else I 
sramData = "ZZZZ"; 
II Data output register 
void pape::do_doutRcg() I 
Ir (s_doutRCtl) I 
dOutadjPE = sc_uint<4> (doutBus); 
3 ICS_RISC 
3.1 Datapath Architecture 
,. 
• PC: Program Counter 
• for ICS(lntclligcnt Conligurahlc Switch)RISC Core(header ftle for pc) 
• Cop)Tlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right rcmml 
• Author: Chui KIM(tklm@studcnt,t'Cll.edu.au) 
• File Mme: pc.h 
• Rev:15ion history: Version! 






























1/Seh.d Signal between aluOut/incrOul 
//lnstroctlon Address 
/ffiataAddrcss 
senslllve << clock.pos() «reset« IArcgCtl << dArcgCII « aluOut; 
SC_METIIOD{do_autolncr); 






• PC: Program Counter 
• for ICS(lntclllgent Configurable Swltch)RJSC Con:(source rue for pc) 
• Cop)·rlght(c) 200S by Chui KIM, All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@student.ecu.cdu.au) 
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•Filename: pc.cpp 
• Revblon history: Vcrsionl 
• Date: l.VJ/2.005 
., 
#indude "pc.h" 
vold pc::do_pc() I 
bool IAddrOulTmp; 
1rcreseo I 
I else I 
L\ddr= O; 
dAddr;O; 
IAddrTmp = IAddrln; 





IAddr = aluOut; 
iAddrOulTmp; O; 
IAddr = incrOut; 
IAddrOulTmp = I; 
IAddrOut" IAddrOutTmp; 
lr(dArcgCU) I 
dAddr = aluOul; 
void pc::do_autolncr() I 
If (rF:Sel) l 
,. 
IAddrln: O; 
} else If {lAddrOut) I 
Ir (clock.poscdge()) I 
IAddrln++; 
• SR: Status Rl.'gl!;tcr 
• for ICS(lntclligcal Contigur3blc Switch)RISC Con:(headcr me for sr) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reo;crvcd 
• Author: Chui KIM{cklrn@studcnt.ccu.cdu.au) 
•Filename: sr.h 
• Revision history: \'cr.;ionl 
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SC_CTOR(sr) ( 
SC_METIIOD(do_sr); 
scnslUve <<clock<< n-sct << condFlag << wbDala 
« wbSel << srOEn << srWbEn; 
#lfdcl'S™ 





• SR: Status Register 
• ror ICS(Tntelligcnt Configurable Swilch)RISC Core(source file forsr) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right micrvcd 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@studcnt.ccu.cdu.au) 
•Filename: sr.cpp 
• Re\islon history: Vcrsionl 
• Date: 312/2005 
., 
#include "sr.b" 
void sr::do_sr() I 
tr(resel) I 
srDnla = O; 
l else If (srWbEn) I 
1rcwbSe1) I 
I else I 




rdData = uDala; 
/I rdData = srOEn? ~Jv<-b (srData): "ZZZZ"; 
I 
I' 
• LF: Loop Buffer 
• !or ICS(lntclllgcnt Configurable S"·itch)RISC Con:(hcadcr rue for IO 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@studeut.eru.edu.au) 
• File name: lf.h 
• Rcvl.!ion history: Version! 











sc_out-csc .. ulnt<4> > 
void do_lI(); 
reset; 
lbEn; //Loop Bulfer Enable 
lbRWEn; //Loop Bulfer Read/Write Enable 
lAddrln; //L\ddr Input for LF 
iAddrOut; 1/IAddr Output for U' 
Iner; 
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• LF: Loop Buffer 
• for ICS(lntdllgent Configurable Swltch)RISC Con(soune file for IO 
• Copyright(e) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• AuUmr: Chui KlM(ckim@studcnt.ccu.edu..11.u) 
• FIie name: lf.cpp 
• Re~islon history: Version! 
• Date: 17/3/2005 
., 
#include "If.Ii" 
void lf::do_lf() I 
ir (clock.posedgeO) I 
lr(lbEn) I 
I 
// Iner= lncrTmp; 
I 
,. 
• RegFile: 32 x 32 Register me 
lf(lbRWEn) I //read opera lion 
lnerTmp++; 
IAddrOut.wrltc(buflllncrTmp]); 
I else { /lwrite operation 
lncrTmp--; 
bumincrTmp] = IAddrln; 
• for ICS(lntelllgent Configurable Swilch)RISC Core(header me for rcgFlle) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,AU right reservl'd 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@student.Nu.edu.au) 
• File name: regFile.h 
• Re\ision lilitory: Vcr~ionl 






















/frt'lld Index A 
/frcad Index B 
//read A output enable 
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sc_out<Sc_ulnt<.,2> > rdA Data; 
sc_out<.sculnt<l2> > rdBData; 
1/nad data A 
I/read data B 
sc_slgnal<sc_ulntd2> >gpr0,gprl,gpr2,gpr J,gpr4,gpr5,gpr<i,gpr7 ,gpr8,gpr9, 
gprl O,gprll ,gprl2,gpr!J,gprl 4,gprl S,gpr16,gprl 7 4:prl8,gprl9,gpr20, 






sensitive<< dock.pm()<< rdAld:c « rdDJdx « rdAOEn ..:< rdDOEn << wbld:c 







• RtgFUe: 32 1 32 Register me 
• for ICS(lntdligcnt Configurable Swltch)RISC Core(soun:e fie for regFUe) 
• Copyrlght(c) 200S by Chui Kll\1,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ddm@studcnt.ecu.edu.au) 
•Filename: regFile.cpp 
• Rc\islon history: \'crsionl 
• Date: J/2.1200S 
., 
#Include "regfilc.h" 
void regfilc::do_rcgFlle<) I 
ir(wbEn) I 
switch (whldx.read()) ( 
case O: gprO.writc(wbData): 
case I: gprl.\l'tlte(wbDal:I); 
case 2: gpr2.write(wbDa1a); 
case J: gprl.write(wbData); 
case 4: gpr4.writc(wbDa1a); 
ease S: gprS.wrltc(whData); 
case 6: gpr6.write(whDa1a); 
casc 7: gpr7.wrlMwbData); 
case 8: gpr8.writc(whData); 
cpse 9: gpr9.wrltc(wbl}Jta); 
CO.<;!,' 10: gprlO.w·ritc(wbData); 
case II: gprll.writc(wbData); 
case 12: g11rl2.writc(wbData); 
case l.l: lll'rl.lwrite(wbllata); 
case 14: 1.:11r14.write(wbDat11); 
ca.,;c IS: g11rlS.write(whData); 
ease 16: g11rl6.writc(wbData); 
nse 17: g11rl7.wrile{wbDat:i); 
case 18: gpr18.writc{wbDat:i); 
case 19: gprl9.ui.te(wbData); 
case 20: gpr20.writftwbData); 
case 21: gpr21.write(wbData); 
case 22: g11r22.write(wbDala); 
case 2.l: g11r23.write(wbDat:i); 
case 24: gpr24.write(whData); 
case 25: g11r2S.writc(wbData); 
ca.,;c 26: g11r26.wrilc(wbData); 
ca.,;e 27: gpr27,writc(wbDat:i); 
case 28: gpr28.wrllc(wbDataJ; 
case 29: gpr29.w·ritc(wbDataJ; 
case JO: gprJO.write(wbData); 
case 31: gprJl.writc(l)C); 
































break; //for PC 
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' Jr(rdAOEP) I 
default: 
switch (rdAldll..rtad()) ! 
I 
lr(rdBOEn) I 
case 0: rdAData = gprtl; 
case 1: rdAData = gprl; 
case 2: rdAData = gpr2; 
case 3: rdAJlata = gpr3; 
case 4: rdAData = gpr4; 
case 5: rdAData = gprS; 
case 6: rdAData = gpr6; 
CIL<;C 7: rdAData = gpr7; 
case 8: rdADatn = gpr8; 
case 9: rdAData = gpr9; 
ca.~e 10: rdAI>ata = gprlO; 
case 11: rdAData = gprll; 
case 12: rdAData = gpr!Z; 
case I3: rdAI>at:i = gprlJ; 
c11..,;e 14: rdAData = gprl4; 
case 15: rd A Data= gpr!S; 
case 16: rdADatn = gprl6; 
case 17: rdAData = gpr17; 
case 18: rdAData = gprl8; 
case 19: rdAData = g11rl9; 
case 20: rdADat.u = gpr20; 
case 21: rdAData = gpr21; 
case 22: rdAData = gpr22; 
case 23: rdAData = gpr23; 
Cll5e 24: rdAData = gpr24; 
case 25: rdAData = gpr25; 
Cll.'le 26: rdAData = gpr26; 
case 27: rdAData = gpr27; 
case 28: rdAData = gpr28; 
case 29: rdAData = gpr29; 
case 30: rdAData = gpr30; 
case 31: rdAData = pc; 
default: 
switch (rdBlduead()) ! 
case 0: rdBData = gprO; 
case I: rdBData = 11;prl; 
case 2: rdBData = gpr2; 
case 3: rdBData = gpr3; 
case 4: rci:lData = gpr4; 
case 5: rdBL'u.ta = gpr5; 
case 6: rdBData = gpr6; 
case 7: rdBData = gpr7; 
case 8: rdBData = gpr8; 
case 9: rdBData = gpr9; 
case IO: rdBData = gprlO; 
case II: rdBData = gprll; 
case 12: rd0Data = gprl2; 
case I): rdBData = gprll; 
caw H: rdBData = gprl4; 
case IS: rdBData = gprlS; 
case 16: rdBData = gpr16; 
case 17: rdBData = gprl7; 
case 18: rdBData = gprl8; 
case 19: rdBData = gpr19; 
case 20: rd0Data = gpr20; 
CIIS(' 21: rdBData = gpr21; 
case 22: rdBData = gpr22; 
ca~ 23: rd0Data = gpr23; 
case 24: rdBD-Jta = gprU; 
case 25: rdDl>ata = gpr2S; 
case 26: rd0Data = gprUi; 
case 27: rdBData = gpr27; 
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,. 
case 28: rdBData = gpr28; 
case 29: rdDifala = gpr29; 
case 30: rdBDalll = gpr30; 
case 31: rdllData = pc; 
ddault: 
• aluDcr: Dcfinltl1m of t1le ALU functions 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@student.ccu.cdu.au) 
• File name: aluDcf.h 
• Rc,i1ion history: \'er:sionl 
• Date: 212/2005 
., 
#irndcf _ALU_DEFINE_II_ 
#define _AI.U _DEFINE_II_ 
fl ALU ),'unction Definitions 
#dcllncCMD_MOVA OxO 




#define CMD_NOT OxS 
#define CMD_ADD Ox6 
#define CMD_SUD Ox7 








• alulCS: ALU for ICS{lntclllgcnt Configurable Swilch)RISC Corc(headcr file for alulCS) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,AII right mervcd 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@studcnt.ecu.cdu.au) 
• File name: alulCS,h 
• Revl51on history: \'enionl 
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I: 
,. 
• alulCS: ALU for ICS(lnlclllgcnt Configurable Swltch)RISC Corc(source file ror alufCS) 
• CopJ'l'ight(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@studcnt.ceu.edu.au) 
• ~'Ile name: aluICS.cpp 
• Rcvl~lon history: Version! 
• Date: 2/212005 
., 
#indude "alulCS.h" 
#dcnne wmp(a,b) (1.(r.i:-(bl)?I: (((a)=(b))?0:-1)) 
I/ALU 




slgnc J short result= O; 
signed short result; 
signet.' ~hort srcl :: aluAln.n:ad(); 
signed short srcl = aluBln.rcad{); 
// signed short tdn = du.read(); 
signed short cmd = aluCll.read(); 
sc_uint<4> tmpCond; 
switch (cmd & OxF) I 
II Conditional Flags 
case 0: result= std; 
case I: result = sn:2; 
case 2: result= sn:1 & srd; 
case 3: result= rn:11 sn:2; 
case 4: ll.'Slllt = srcl ~ src2; 
case S: n-sult = -srcl; 
case 6: rcrult = srcl + src2; 
case 7: ns1.ilt = srcl. src2; 












It {result & ox.n·n·ooooi 
else d.wrlte(O); 
It {re,;ult & Ox.FFFFOOOO) 
cl.write(l); //carry/Borrow flag 
vf.write(l); 1/o~erllow flag 
,. 
else vf.wrltc{OJ; 
resull &= Ox.FFFF; 
Ir (result= 0) 
else zr.wrlte(O); 








• Mln,: multipllcr 
zf.writc(I); 1/zcru flag 
nf,wrltc(I );/lnegaU~e nag 
• for ICS(lnlelligcnt Configurable Swltch)RISC Core(header file for multiplier) 












A Non,I JD Vcrtirnlly lnkgr:1tL•d Adaptin Com1rnti11g System 
.. \ J )l'IH!h t '-S\'Slt•m(. ( 'mh·~ 
• Copyrlght(c) 200S by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@studcnLCcu.cdu.au) 
• t'lle name: mul.h 
• Revision history: Venlont 






















• MUL: mulllplicr 
muJOut.iniUaUze(O); 
• ror ICS(lntdtigent Configurable Swilch)RISC Core(source me ror multiplier) 
• Copyright{c) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckhn@student.Ku.edu.au) 
• File name: mul.cpp 
• Revision history: Vcrsionl 
• Date: 14/312005 
'I 
#include "mul.h" 
vold mul::do_mul() { 
I' 
sc_uint<32> sn:I, sn:2, result; 
sn:l = mulAln; 
src2 = mulBln; 
result= sn:I • sra; 
mu!Out.writc(result); 
• Shiner: Shifter ror ICS(lnlelllgcnt Configurable Switch)RISC Corc(headcr file ror Shiller) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@studcnt.ecu.cdu.au) 
•Filename: shlrtcr.h 
• Revision history: Version! 
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scru;Ltlve << shlftln << shlftAmt << shlRCtl; 
shlftOuLlnltlalize{O); 
• Shifter: Sbi!ter for ICS(lntelllgent Configurable Swltch)RISC Core{sourte file for Shl!ter) 
• Copyright(c) 200S by Chui KIM, All right re1crved 
• Author: Chui KlM(cklm@studenLccu.edu.au) 
• File name: shiffcr.cpp 
• Revision history: Vcrslonl 
• Date: 1J2/2005 
., 
#Include "shlftcr.h" 







switch (w_shirtCtl) I 
case 0: w_shl!tOut = w_shlftln << w_shUIAmt; break; lnoglcal shift left 
case I: w_shlfiOut = w_shlftln >> w_shiflAmt; break; //logical shift right 
II case 2: w_shlfiOut = ({32(w_shiftlnj31])!«(32,w_shlflAml))l(w_shiftln>>w_shiftAmt); break; 
II Arilhmctlc Shift Right shouJd be modified, 
I/ case 2: w_shiflOut = ({w_shiftln[32J!w_shiftln[31])1<:<:(32-w_shirtAmt)Jl(w_shHtln>>w_shlflAmt); 
break; 
I 
case 2: w_sh!UOut = w_shiflln >> w_shiftAmt; break; 






• Datapalh: Data-pat11 archlteclure 
• for ICS(lntelligcnt ConfigurableSwltch)IUSC Con:(headcr file ror data path) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIAl,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@studmLecu.cdu.au) 
•filename: datapalh.h 
• Revision history: Version I 
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1/Stntus Register Enable 
I/Status Register Read/Write Enable 
I/ALU Conlrol Signal 
I/ALU Output Enable 
/IShifler Control Signal 
I/Shifter Output Enable 
/IMultiplicr Output Enable 
I/Operand A Index 
/IOperand B Index 
//Read A Output Enable 
//Read B Outpul Enable 
//Wrllchack Index 
//Writeback Enable 
//Immediate Output Enable 
//Instruction Address Register Control 
/ffiataAddress Rcg15ter Control 
/ffiata Input Control 
//Data Output Control 
/ffiata Input 
//Loop Buffer Enable 





husA, bu~B, busW; 
s_aluOut; //ALU Output Signal 
s_condFtag; //Conditional Flag 
s_shlrtOut; //Shifter Output Signal 
s_mulOut; /&fultiplicr Output Signal 
tmpbusA, tmpbusW; /ffemp Signals ror SR 
s_shiflAmt; /ffcmp Signal ror Shifter 
pIAddr; 1/Instnict!onAddrcss from PC 
llAddr; 1/Inslnict!on Address from LF 
void do_outCtl(); /!Function for Output Control 
void do_lnOutReg(); I/Function for Data In/Out Reglltcr 
vold do_sigDiv() l //Function for Gen. Signals for Sl:ltus Register 
sc_ulnl·d2> busAI, busWl,busBI; 
busAI = busA; 
busWI = busW; 
busBI = busB; 
tmpbusA = busAl,range(31,28); 
tmpbusW = busWI.range(Jl,28); 













lpc·>dock(dock); lpc•>mct(rcsct); ipc->lAregCU(IAregCU); 
lpc->dArcgCtl(dAregCtl); lpc·>aluOut(s_aluOut); 
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scll51th·c <:<: dlnCtl <:<: dOutCtl; 
SCJ\.IETIIOD(do_1lgD1v); 





• Data11ath: Dala•path an:hltec:turc 
• ror ICS(lnlelUgent Configurable Swltch)RISC Core(Source rdefor datapath) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right reserved 
• Author: Chui Kll\.1(ckim@student.ecu.edu.au) 
•Filename: datapath.cpp 
• Revision history: Version! 
• Date: 30/4/2005 
., 
#include "datapatb.h" 





busW = s_aluOut; 
I 
i!(shlftOEn)t 




It (lbEnJ { 
I else I 
busW = s_mulOut; 
IAddr:: IIAddr; 
IAddr = pIAddr; 
//Loop Buffer Addn:s.'llng 
//Instruction Addresi from LB 
//Instruction Addres.1 from PC 
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3.2 Control Architecture 
,. 
• Def: Macros for ICS_R1SC 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KlM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ddm@studcnt.cru.cdu.au) 
•Filename: dcf.h 
• Revision history: Vc1'51onl 

















#define OP _MOVA 
#define OP _MOVB 
#define or _AND 
#defineOP_OR 
#define OP_XOR 
#define OP _NOT 
#define OP _ADD 
#define OP _SUB 
#define OP_ CMP 
#dcfir.c OP _MSR 






























* 1-"ctch: Fetch Unit for ICS_R1SC(hcodcr me for fetch) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 hy Chui KIM,AU right re;er\·cd 
* Author: Chui KIM(cklm@studcnt.ccu.cdu.eu) 
•Filename: fctch.h 
* Revision history: Verslonl 
• Date: 115/2005 
., 
//Data Input Rcglltcr 
/fflata Output Register 
/!ALU Imm Short{l lnsl. word) 
/!ALU Imm. Long(? Inst. word) 
//ALU Register 
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• Fetch: Fetch Unit for ICS_RISC(Sourtc file for fetch) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KThf,AII right reserved 
• Author: Cllll KIM{cklm@studcnLeClLl'fl.u.au) 
•Filename: Mch.cpp 
• Rc\ision history: Version} 
• Date: 1/5/2005 
., 
#include "fctch.b" 





• D«odc: lrutruction Decoder Unit for ICS_RISC(hcaderfilc for decode) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KThf,AII right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ddm@student.ecu.edu.au} 
• }'Uc narm: dccodc.h 
• Re\15ion history: Vcrslonl 
























































I/Compare flag(updatc status register/no wriWback) 
//Branch Flag 
//End of sinmlalon nag 
/!Status rcgl.~tcr output enable 
//Sla\us register read/write enable 
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//For Loop Burrer 








/n..oop Burrer Enable 
//Loop Buffer RcmUWrltc Enable 
I/PE Execute Operation, 
//PE Operation !\.lode Sclcc:t!on 
//PE Configuration 
//PE Sci 
DMAOp; //Dl\,L\ Eu1:utc Operations Sclcdion 
DFBScl; //Data Frame Duffer Sd1:CU011(2 Sets) 
dataAmt; /I Amount or Data to Tramrcr 















SRAMRegScl; f/Sl'icct bchHcn SRAM/ICS_RJSC Rcg(Sourcc/Dcst.) 
startAddrSRAMReg; //SU.rt Addrcs.o; of SRAM/ICS_RISC Rcg(S/D) 
mcmSel; I/Memory Sck-ctlon(Program/Dala) 





//Onst[Jl:25] for extract ln1\ruction ID 




//Funclion ro~ pipeline control 
//Function for extract in1truclio11 ID 
//Function for condition 
}; 
,. 
void do_ficldEd(); //Function for Instruction field extraction 
SC_CTOR(dccodc) l 
SC_MKfllOD(do_pipclineCtl); 
serulth·c << clock.posO << nu.sh; 
SC_I\IETIIOD(do_lil.'itld); 
seruiU\·c <<clock.po~()<< fins!; 
SC_METIIOD(do_cond); 
scnslllvc << dock.pos(); 
sc_METI IOD(do_fietdExl); 
sensitive<< clock.po.1() << Onst; 
• Derodc: lnstrucdon Th:codcr Unit ror ICS_R1SC(5oun:e me for dt1:ode) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui K1M(cklm@student.ccu.cdu.au) 
•Filename: dccode.cpp 
• Rcrisiou history: Version I 
• Date: 1/512005 
., 
#include "dccodc.b" 
void dccodc::do_plpclineCtl() I 
bool rcfillTmp; 
lr<resetJ I 
/ffun~tlon for Pipeline Control 
r,.,fi!JTmp = I; 
) else( 






rcnll = rcrtllTmp; 
• Execute: Exctule Unit for ICS_RISC(hcadcr me for cxctutc) 
• Copyrl~ht(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,AII right rcscrwd 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@studcnt.ccu.cdu.au} 
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• File name: cxl!l:ute.h 
• Revision hi.story: Version! 




/IOpernad A Control 
#define ARD 
#define A RSI 
#dcfineAPC 








































































//Operand A : Rd 
//Operand A: Rsl 
//Operand A: PC 
//Operand B: Immediate 
//Operand D : R~2/ShiftAmt 









I/Immediate Operand J/lag 
f/Comparc Flag (update SR, No writeback) 
I/Status Register Output Enahle 
I/Status Rcgi~tcr WritebackEnablc 
/!ALU Control 
/!ALU Output Enable 
I/Shifter Coutrol 
//Shifter Output Enable 
//Multiplier Output Enable 
//Operand A Index 
I/Operand B lndc~Shift Amt 
//Read A Output Enable 
I/Read B Output En.able 
//Writcback Index 
//Wrltehack Enable 
1/lnuncdiatc Output En.able 
1/In.~trucllon Address Rcgis!Cl" Control 
//Data Address Rc-gistcr Control 
I/Data Input Control 






//Function for Control Signal Generate 
/ffunctlon for Select Input OpcrandA,B 
/ffunction for Arrange A tu Ct! Signals 
/ff unction for Arrange ShiftCtl Signals 
#irdefSIM 
sc_ulnt<4> opcodeTmp; 
sc_ulnt<2> opA, opll; 
SC_CTOR(cXC(U!e) ( 
SC_METIIOD(do_ctlSigGcn); 
seIL'litlve « clc;.~k.pos() << lnstld; 
SC_METIIOD(do_opSd); 
senslth·c « clO(k.pos() << rdldx « rslldl << rs21dx; 
SC_Mt:TIIOD(do_aluCU); 
§ensltlve « c]O(k.pos() << opcode; 
SC_Mt:TI IOD(do_shiftCtl); 
§cnshive << c]O(k.pos() << shift; 





. \ , OH·I JI) \ l·rl ira II~ l 11 II':.! ra ! l'rl \ cl a pl h l' ( ·mu pu Ii rig \\ ·" h·rn 
















• Exerutt': t:11mitc Unll for ICS_RISCls.uurce Ole rorn«ute) 
• {'op)'righl(c) 2005 h)· Chui KIM,All right reserved 
• Author: Chui KIM(ck.im@lstudmt.«u.cdu.au) 
• Hie name: cxccule.cpp 
• Revision history: Version! 
• Date: .vsnoos 
., 
#include "cxccutd1" 
void cx«ute::do_dlSigGcn() I 
sc_uint<4> top.codcTmp; 
sc_uint<2:> topA, topD; 
boo! taluOEn, tshi!tOEn, tmulOEn, twbEn, tlAregCtl, tdArcgCtl, tdlnCtl, tdOutCtl; 
boo! wbEnTmp; 
sc_uint<4:> instldTmp; 
lmtldTmp = ln~tld.rnad(); 
// sc_ulnt<S:> tshifiAmt; 
lf(lnstldTrnp == 0) I //INST_ALUIS 
topcodcTmp = opcode.read(); 
taluOEn = I; 
tshirtOEn = O; 
tmulOEn =0; 
topA = ARD; 
topB =DIM; 
twbEn = I; 
tlArq:Ctl = O; 
tdArcgCtl = O; 
tdlnCU :O; 
tdOutCII :: O; 
} else II(instldTrnp = I) I //INST__ALUIL 
topcodcTmp = opcode.rtar!(); 
taluOEn = I; 
tshifiOEn = O; 
tmulOEn :::0; 
topA =ARD; 
topB = DIJ\.J; 
twbEn = I; 
tlArcgCU ::O; 
tdArcgCtl = O; 
tdlnCU =0; 
ldOulCII = O; 
} else II(in.~tldTrnp = 2) j //INST_ALUR 
topcodcTmp = opcode.rtad(); 
taluOEn = I; 
tshiftOEn = O; 
tmulOEn =O; 
topA =ARSI; 
topB = BRS2; 
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J else if (inslldTmp = JJ I tnNST_ALULB 
topcodcTmp = opcode.read(); 










I else If (lrutldTmp = 4) I //1NST_SHR0 
topcodcTmp =0; 
LaluOEn =0; 
tshlftOEn = I; 
lmulOEn :::O; 
topA =ARSI; 
topB = BRS2; 
ti;hlrtArnt = BRS2; //BRS2 = ShiflAmt 
twhEn = I; 











twbEn = I; 
tL\regCU =O; 
tdAregCtl : I; 
tdlnCtl = I; 
tdOutCtl =0; 









tdArrgCtl = I; 
tdlnCtl ::O; 
tdOutCII = I; 
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lr (opB !=OJI 
rdBOEn=I; 
I 





~old executc::do_opScl() { 
lf(opA=O)( //ARD 
opAldx = rdldx; 
} else If (opA = I) I 1/ARSI 
opAldx = rslldx; 
} else If (opA = 2) { IIAPC 
opAldx = 15; 
lf(opB=OJ{ //BIM 
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opBldx = .'; 
lclseir(opB=ll{ //BRS2 
opBldx = rs2Jd11; 
I el.5e If (opB = 2) I 1/BIW 
opBldx = rdldx; 
wbldx = rdld1; 
void exe<:utc::do_aluCtl() { 
opoodtffmp = opcode.rt11d(J; 
swltch(oJ)fodeTmp) I 
case (OP _MOVA) 
case (OP _MOVBJ 
case {OP _AND) 
case (OP _OR) 
case (OP_XOR) 
case {OP _NOT) 
case {OP _ADD) 
case (OP _SUB) 
me(OP_CMP) 
c~se (OP _MSR) 
case (OP _MRS) 
default 
void ex«11te::do_shlflCtl() { 
sc_uint<l;,, shlftTmp; 








aluCtl = O; 
aluCtl:d; 
aluCtl = 2; 
aluCtl :J; 
aluCtl ,::4; 
aluCtl = S; 
aluCt1=6; 
aluCtl = 7; 
aluCt1=8; 
aluCII = O; 
aluCtl= O; 





















• Control: Control Arch. ror ICS_R1SC(l1eaderfile ror control) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right nsencd 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@studcnt.l-cu.cdu.au) 
• File name: conlrol.h 
• Revision hl;tory: Vcrslonl 
































//SR Output Enable 
//SR Writchack Enable 
f/ALU Control 
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I/ALU Output En.thle 
1/Shlflcr Control 
1/Shirtcr Output Enahlc 
IIMultlpller Output Enable 
I/Operand A Index 
1/0pt"rand B lndn 
1/ltcad A Output Enable 
1/Kead ll Output Enable 
1/Wrltrback Index 
//Writeback Em1h-te 
//Immediate Outp-ut Ena bk 
//ln.~tructlon Addrcs.1 Register Control 
/ll>ata Address Rci:l1ter Control 
m>at.a Input Control 
/11>.\ta Output Control 
shlrtAmt; /!Shift Amount 
lhEn; //I,oop Buffer En11blc 
lhRWEn; //1,oop Huffer Read/Write Enable 
l'EOp; 1/l'E EKccul!on Operation 
PEOpmodc; I/PE OJ)l:ratlon Mode SclN:tlon 
l'EConfig; //PE Configuration 
PJ-:Sd; I/PE Sclcctlun 
i>MAOp; IIIIMA Operation Selection 
DFBSd; /fl)at.a 1-·ramc Buffer Selection 
dataAmt; I/Amount or Dal.a to Tran.1rcr 
slllrtAddrDFB; /ISl:irt Addtl'!is or IWB(Soun:c/DcsL) 
SIL\l\lRcgSel; //Selcd between SRA!'o1/ICS_R1SC Rcg{S/DJ 
st11rtAddrSR,\MRcg; 1/St.arl Address or SRAM/ICS_RISC Rcg(S/D) 
memSd; I/Memory Scledlon(Program/Data) 
sc_oot<.1c_uinl<5> > 
.K_OU[<boob 






































nn.~t; //Fctd1ed lmtructlon Data 
nu~h: //Pipl'line Flush 
n:nll; //Pipeline Rentl 
dln.~tld; //In.1trurtlon ID 
dCond; l!Coodition 
opcode; IIOJX:odc 
shin; l!Shlrt Control 
l'!llldx; //R'll Index 
n;21dx; I/R12 Index 
rdldx; l!Rd Index 
dlmm; lllmmc:dlatc Data 
imml-lag; lllnm1l'lilate Opt"rand l-'l11g 
dCmpFlag;IICompare Hag 
dBranch~lag;//Braoch 1-lllj! 
dE:rdfflag; IIEnd orSlmulation I-lag 
dSrOEn, dSr\\'bEn; I/SR Read/Write Enable 
dLbEn, dl.hRWEn; /ILU Enable RMd/Write Enable 
dPEOp; //PE Exe1:ution Operation 
dPJ-:Opmodc; I/PE OJX:raUon Mode Selcdlon 
dPEConfig; /IPE Conngurallon 
dPEScl; //PE Sde1:tion 
dDMAOp; /ffiMA Operation Sclcdion 
dDFBScl; 1/DFB Selection 






dAluCll; //ALU Control 
dAluOEn; /IAI.U Output Enable 
dShlfiCII; //Shlf't Conlrol 
dShlnOEn;IIShifl Output Enable 
d~lulOEn; l/l',fu!Uplicr Ou I put Enable 
dOpAldx; /IOperund A Index 
dOpBldx; l!Operand B Index 
dRdAOEn;I/Rcad A Output Enable 
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dRdBOEn://Rcad B Output Enable 
dWbldx; //Writcback Index 
dWbEn; //Writcback Enable 
dlmmOEn;//lmmcdiate Output Enable 
dlArcgCtl; I/Instruction Address Rcgilitcr Control 
dDArcgCtl; /IDataAddress Register Control 
dDlnCth //Data Input Control 
dDOutCII; //Data Output Control 
dShlrtAmt; //Shlft Amount 
instldTut; f/lrutructlon ID Debug Information 






























//SR Output Enable 
//SR Writcback Enable 
I/ALU Control 
I/ALU Output Ellllble 
1/Shifler Output Control 
I/Shifter Output Enable 
//Multiplier Output Enable 
//Operand A Index 
//Operand B Indet 
//Read A Output Enable 




//lmmcdiate Output Enable 
//lnstructlonAdd.rcss Register Control 
//Data Address Rq;istcr Control 
//Data Input Control 
//Data Output Control 















ldccodc·>branchl'lag(dBrnnchf1ag); ldecode->cxitFlag(dEx.itFlag); idecodc•>srOEn{dSrOEn); 















iexccute•>shlft(shift); \cxecutc•>rsl ldx(rsl Idx); 
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~ensitlve << clock.pos() << reset; 
sc_r.1ETIIOD(do_condExe); 

























• Control: Control Arch. for ICS_RISC(source file ror control) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right re;crved 
• Author: Chui Kll\f(ckim@student.ecu.cdu.au) 
• File name: control.cpp 
• Revision bl5tory: Versionl 
• Date: 5/5/2005 
., 
#include "rnntrol.b" 
void control::do_plpeRcg() [ 
U(rcset) I 




elAregCtl = O; 
branchFLag = O; 
cExltFlag = O; 
hutld = dlnstld; 
cond = dCond; 
cmpFlag = dCmpFlag; 
braocbFlag= dBranchFlag; 
efallFlag = dExitilag; 
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srOEn = dSrOEn; 
eSrWbEn = dSrWbEn; 
aluCtl :: dAluCtl; 
aluOEn = dAluOEn; 
shlrlCtl = dShll'tCtl; 
shlf'tOEn = dShlftOEn; 
mulOEn = dMulOEn; 
opAldx = dOpAld:,q 
opBldx = dOpBldll:; 
rdAOEn :: dRdAOEn; 
rdBOEn = dRdBOEn; 
whldl :: dWbldx; 
eWbEn = dWbEn; 
lmmOEn = dlmmOEn; 
Imm =dlmm; 
dArtgCtl = dlArcgCII; 
dAregCtl = dDArcgCtl; 
dlnCtl = dDinCtl; 
cDOutCtl = dDOutCtl; 
lbEn = dLbEn; 
lbRWEn = dLbRWEn; 
PEOp = dPEOp; 
PEOpmode= dPEOpmodc; 
PEConfig = dPEConllg; 
PESel = dPESd; 
Dl\L\Op = dD:".L\Op; 
DFBSd = dDFBScl; 
dalaAmt = dDataAmt; 
starlAddrDFB =dStarlAddrDFO; 
SRAMRcgScl=dSRAMRcgSd; 
darlAddrSRAMRcg = dStarlAddrSRAMRcg; 
memSel = dMcmSel; 
startAddrProgDaMem = dStarL\ddrProgDaMcm; 
\'oid control::do_condExe() ! 
,. 
bool ex«F1ag; //Enrute Hag 
bool exltflag; 
If ((cond=COND_AL) 11 ((cond=COND_EQ) && (zFlag=lll 11 ((cood=COND_NEJ && (dlag=OJJ) { 
encJolag = I; 
Oush = branchFlag & end•lag; 
wbEn = (uedlag && -refill)? eWbEn : O; 
uWbEn = (cxec:Flag && -rtfill) ? eSrWbEo : O; 
lArei;:Cll: (e:ll'c1'1ag && -refill) ? c!Arq:Ctl : O; 
dOutCII = (cxec:Jolag && -refill) ? eDOutCtl : O; 
ultFlag = (exec Flag && -rtOII)? eExilFlag: O; 
• Debug: lkbu1: Information ror ICS_RISC<headcr rue ror dfhug) 
• Copyrlghl(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right resern'tl 
• Author: Chui KIM(ddm@studcnt.ecu.edu.au) 
• Hie name: debug.h 
• Rtvblon hi,;tory: Vcrs.lool 
• Date: 5/5noos 
., 
#include "sy5tcmc.h" 
#include "dcf.h .. 
SC_MODUU:(dl'bugJ t 
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scrudtivc << instld << aluCtl; 
!11.'ltldTcxt.lnlliallze{O); 
aluTcxt.initializc(O); 
• Jkbui;:: l}fbu11 lnformatlon ror ICS_RISC(soun:c file ror debug) 
• CopyrlghUcJ 2005 by Chui KIM, All right muved 
• Aulhor: Chui KIM{cldm@studcnLecu.edu.au) 
• Hie name: dchi..g.cpp 
• Rc,ision history: Vernon! 
• Date: 51512005 
., 
#include "dcbug.h" 
#define ALUIS O; 
#define ALUIL l; 
#define ALUR 2; 
#define ALULB 3; 
#define SIIRO 4; 
#define LOAD 5; 
#define STORE 6; 
#define BRANCII 7; 
#define MUL 8; 
#define PECON 9; 
#define D:'.IA 10; 




ln\tldTmp = instld.read(); 
aluCtlTmp = aluCll.rmd(); 
switch (ln\tldTmp) l 
case INST _A LUIS : lru;lldTcx.t = ALUIS; prlnt!("ALUIS \n"J; 
caw INST_ALUIL; lnslldTcxt = ALUIL; printl("ALUIL \n"J; 
case INST _ALUR : lru;lldTex.t = ALUR; printl("ALUR \n"); 
case INST _ALULB : l11-1tldTcxt =ALULB; prlntl("ALULB \.n''); 
caR INST_SIIRO : iru;tldTcx.t = SURO; printr("SIIRO \n"J; 
case INST_LOAD : lmtldTex.t = LOAD; prlntf("LOAD \n"); 
ca,;e INST_STORE : lrutldTrxt = STORE; printWSTORE \.n"); 
case JNST_BR,\NCII: ltulldText = BRANCll;prlnlf("BR,\NCI I \n"J; 
cascINST_MUL : imtldText = MUL; printf("MUL\n''J; 
case INST_l'ECON : irulldlht = Pl::CON; prlntf("'PECON \.n"); 
case INST_DMA : lnstldText = D~1A; prlntr("DMA \n" J; 
ddault: prlntf("'Not Dt-flncd Instruction \n"); 
• BusCtl: l/0 Bus Control for ICS_RISC(header file for busCU) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM, All right rcsened 
• Author: Chui KIM(cklm@student.ecu.cdu.au) 
• FUe name: busCtl.h 
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• Revision history: Vnslonl 















sensitive« nRW << dataOut; 
,, 
,. 
• BusCtl: 1/0 Bu~ Control for ICS_RISC(sourcc me for busCtl) 
• Copyright(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,AII right rescrnd 
• Author: Chui KIM(ckim@studcnl.ccu.edu.au) 
• File name: busCtl.cpp 
• Rnis!on history: Version! 
• Date: S/512005 
., 
#include "busCtl.h" 
Ioid busCtl::do_busCtl{) I 
dataln = sc_uintc:32> (data); 
if(nRW)I 
data= sc_lv<.32> (dataOut); 
data= "ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ'ZZZZZZZZUZZZZ7,Z"; 
,. 
• ICS_RISC: Top module for ICS_RISC(hcadcr file for ICS_RISC) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 hy Chui KIM,AU right reserved 
• Author: Chui Kl;\l(ckim@sludent.ccu.cdu.au) 
• Hie name: ICS_RISC.h 
• Rc,islon history,: Vcrsionl 




























//PE Execution Operation 
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PEOpmodc; //l'E Opt:ration Mode 
PEConflg; //J'E Configuration Mode 
PESel; //PE Scl«Uon 
DMAOp; 1/DMA Operation Selection 
DFBSc\; //IJFD Selection (Z Sets) 
dataAmt; /!Amount Data to Traru;fcr 
startAddrDJ<'B; 1/Slllrt Address or DFB 
SRAMRegScl; 1/SRA"M/ICS_RISC Reg Sci 
startAddrSRAMRcg; //Slllrl Address or SRA!\1/ICS_RISC Reg 
mcmScl; //Memory Sclcctkm(Program/Dala) 
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• ICS_R1SC: Top module for ICS_RISC(source me tor ICS_IUSC) 
• Copyrlght(c) 2005 by Chui KIM,AU right reserved 
• Author: Chui KlM(ddm@studmt.ccu.cdu.au) 
• File name: [CS_RISC.cpp 
• Rel'islon history: Vcrslonl 
• Date: 5/5/2005 
., 
#include "ICS_RISC.h" 
void ICS_RISC::do_OutCtl() { 
tnRW = dOulCtl; 
nRW= tnRW; 
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ldatapath,:,,shiftCU(shlftCUJ; 
Ida ta path• 
ldatapath,:,,wbEn(wbEn); 
ldalapalb· 
ldatapatb->dln(dloJ; 
[datapatb-:,,zflag(zFlag); 
Jdatapath•>dOut(dOut); 
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